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PREFACE

While working as a designer of furniture and interiors for the

=nmercial market in Natal durirg the later 1960's and early

1970's, I was exposed to rural Zulu harxlcraft offered for sale

on the roadside in outlyirg areas. 'Ihe work revealed a special

quality and an "integrity" which I was unconsciously looking for

in my own field of design.

It was in this experience that the concept of looking to craft

as a source for design was to originate.

'Ihe contrast between this simple and honest expression of art

and craft, albeit camrnercially oriented, and the sophisticated

area of design where I was obliged to function, became apparent.

Not only was it the marked stylistic difference that impressed,

but there seemed to be an urrlerlyirg s=ial significance to the

work. 'Ibis prompted I!le to make a record of all the examples of

craft I could locate when travelling through the rural areas of

Natal. 'Ihere was no motive at that stage other than personal

interest and the observations were not structured as research.

It was only years later, when embarking on this study that these

impressions became relevant.
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ABSTRACT

In iniustrialised societies which are !:JecoIninJ increasingly

reliant on ca:rprter te::hnology the proliferation of han::lcraft

would seem to be an anachramism. 'Ihis phenomenon has been

explored from the viewpoint of the discipline of design and !OClre

specifically in the areas relating to interiors and furniture.

Against the background of a survey of contemporary activity in

South Africa the historical evolution of craft has been examined

in an attenpt to trace the relevance of this recent occurrence.

The quality of idealism has been identified in that category of

craft which emerged fram the Arts and Crafts Movement of last

century. 'Ihis idealism in concert with the crafts emanating

from the earlier material cultures of southern Africa has been

proposed as a possible influence on design.

A practical component has been included in the study in the form

of experiments in han:icrafting pieces of furniture. The

intention has been to gain urrlerstanding of the process and

assist in furtherirrJ this particular craft.



EKSERP

In in:lustri!!le sanelewings wat al hoe Ireer op rekenaar

tegnologie staatmaak, klink die toenarne in harrlwerk byna na 'n

anachronisme. Hierdie verskynsel is ontgin ten opsigte van die

ontweq:dissipline, veral op die terreine van interieur- en

meubelontweJ:p.

Teen die agtergrorrl van 'n opname oor die heden::1aagse bedl:ywig

heid in Suid-Afrika is die historiese evolusie van harrlwerk

nagevolg in 'n paging am die toepaslikheid van hierdie onlangse

verskynse1 te orrlersoek.

Die kemnerk van idealisme is ge!dentifiseer in die

kategorie van harrlwerk wat gedurerrle die vorige eeu uit die

"Arts and Crafts Moverrent" voortgespruit het. Hierdie

idealisme, tesame met die vroel!re nateri!!le kulture

van suider-Afrika, word voorgehou as 'n IDOOntlike invloed op

ontwerp.

'n Praktiese kamponent in die VODIl van eksperimente in

handgenaak:te meubelstukke is by die opname ingesluit. Die doel

hiervan was am die proses beter te leer verstaan en am hierdie

spesifieke VODIl van harrlwerk te bevorder.
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1. INTROOOcrION

1.1 PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS OF RURAL CRAFT ill NATAL ill '!HE EARLY

1970'S

'Ihe =nsequ.ence of the illIpressions described in the

preface has been the stimulus for embarking on this

project of investigation into the significance of craft in

the field of design.

As the research has progressed, and the meaning of the

idealism of craft as an influence on design has fanned, it

has seerra:l. worthwhile to return to the notes made in Natal

and attempt to interpret why this spontaneous response to

craft had occurred.

Over a period of approximately four years a variety of

lcx::ations, =nditions and people were seen. Contact was

made not only with the Zulu craftsmen mentioned

previously, but also others of Nguni st=k and people of

several nationalities, both local and foreign, including

Afrikaans, Erglish, Gennan and Scandinavian. 'Ihese

=ntacts were recorded factually in tenns of place, date

and articles seen, also objectively, in so far as there
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was no interrled aim at the time. Yet when re-evaluating

the notes, there appeared to be some essential factor

cormnon to these disparate exa:rrples of craft. It seemed as

if there was some a=rd amongst these craftsmen which

could be described as an ethos. Each instance suggested

the individuals might have drawn on a =llective source to

direct their activities, where in fact there was little

=ntact or knowledge of the other craftsmen.

If there was some result cormnon to these widespread and

dis=nnected activities, it could be said to be a

relationship of three factors:-

the work or craft object; the craftsmen or artist; and the

location or environment. Not all three were necessarily

in evidence on every occasion, yet it is proposed that it

was the communion between these factors which imparted a

special quality unique to craft.

'Ib illustrate this quality which was identified in the

notes of my observations made in Natal, three examples

have been taken and stnmnarised. Relevant extracts are

quoted directly from my notes to =nvey the ilnpression

made at the time. Individual reference has not been given

for each quotation.
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"Tactile Harrl Weav:i.rB" - A fann ''Mielietuinhoek'' Biggars

Berg - near Iadysmith, Natal.

'Ihe farmer am his wife introduced han:i knotted rugrpaking

which was produced by Zulu women worki.nJ on the fann.

n Wol:k started in a <noIShed usinJ primitive equiprent

for exanpl.e modified bicycle rims am parts as spinn:i.rB

lolheel.s ••• n

'Ihe designs were originally produced by an artist working

from her studio in Johannesburg"whidl 'iHere duly posted

to the farm lOhere they 'iHere blown to full size am

converted into rugs" • 'Ihe artist then bought a farm in

the area am transferred her home. "Noii that the designs

'iHere l:Je:iDJ created in the craft envinJrmEnt am had recore

deepl.y integrated into the production they took on a new

deyth am quality n::Jt evident before".

'Ihrough the influence of the rug making industry other

crafts have been encouraged to be produced am a roadside

shop was opened by the fanner's family. " ••• allied

African crafts have assisted to f~ this as an art am

craft CE.lItre of very high starnard whidl has been

nationally rec:xJgIlised".
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The EIC Art arrl Craft centre - Rorkes Drift, Natal

"siblated near tile aITfal.o River which is tile border of

RWa ZUlu, tile Mission ccnsists of a widely spread g:r:oJp of

blildinJs backinJ cnto tile 0skaJ:i:Jerg, a rockY out:crql in

an otherwise gently rol.lin.J terrain."

Three major crafts are practiced here: Kelim rug weaving,

fabric printing arrl pottery. They are sold nationally arrl

overseas. The adjacent art school was responsible for

producing several renowned Black painters arrl sculptors.

Referring to the rugs .. • •• 'Ihe quality arrl tile stan:Iard

of designs have renai.ned very simi 1ar CNer tile years arrl

if a certain disaIP"intlIEnt is felt at IX:1t seeiIq new

dixections, it lIJ.lSt be IeiEiii ered that this is tile pace of

=aft ... " The origin of the designs often came from

experiences of daily life. "An exanple was seen on one

occasion, W'here t:bIee weavers THere lllt:llxiDJ side by side on

a large locm and producing a very <XIlplex design utilising

a variety of =lClUIS, arrl ID refererYJe sket:d1 was being

used".

Mzila, a woodcarver in the Msinga Reserve.

"In tile hot, dry and dramatic valley near Rugela Ferry,

there is a sign on tile roadside which silIply states tile

existence of a W:JcdcaIver ••• "
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"'Ihe artist is a IIDSt~ persci1ality, arrl reflects

the creatively arrarged graJp1nJ of the b.ril<iinJs where he

lives anl~. Of particular interest is a bicycle

frame, llDlIlted witbart: wtx>eJs, in an open sided shelter.

When prqJelled by sane assistant, this machine provides

the poIHer to generate a small anl s:ilIple lathe en ~ch

the~ is created ••• n

In the three examples, evidence can be seen of people

enploying unique methods in environments which appear

compatible to the nature of the work, arrl in each case the

craft products seemed to be a direct expression of their

origins. It is this =rxlition that appears to exist in

producing craft, but is less often found in the

imustrially related areas of design, which propounds an

argument in favour of looking to craft as a means of

reassessing design values in terms of both individual work

arrl =llectively.

What had been seen of the various indeperxlent examples

when viewed in concert presented an impression of greater

consequence than the sum of their individual

contributions .
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1.2 PERCEIVED CRAFT IDEALISM

So far the reason for these disparate in::lividuals, in

varyinJ ci=Jrnst:ance, ~ simultaneously and

turnirq to craft has not been discussed. No major

upheaval had occurred in the 1960 I s which could have

equally affected these people, other than a period of

economic recession in South Africa. It =uld be assumed

that this then would have been the reason. Although the

potential income which could be generated by the craft was

of i1I1portanee, there was not however the same financial

need in all c:ircurnstances, and if the Jrotive was purely

the generation of cash, was the production of craft

necessarily the best way? For exaI1ple the established

farmer in the Biggars Bel:g =uld just as well have

resorted to some industrial activity to supplement his

income fram his crops and stock, and the weavers of Rorkes

Drift might equally have turned to the local towns to seek

work. It would seem then that other stimuli were the

motive for selectinJ craft work as a source of revenue.

Three reasons are proposed and will be discussed briefly

under the sub-headings of tradition, cultural reaction and

humanism.
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Tradition is often considered to have a negative

connotation particularly with a culture that is advocating

rapid chang"e, but it is the more positive sense of the

first arrl third meanings given in the Concise Oxford

Dictionary, as an "qJinian or belief ... haIned dam

to pcEterity [also] artistic principles based on

acumlllated experience or corrt:inucus usage" , which is

interxled. In =rnmunities subjected to deprivation arrl the

stress of displacement or relocation, traditional

~ience arrl alStorn may provide a stable factor in an

otherwise insecure social structure. \ 'Ibe .turning to.

crafts, which draw on the heritage of their material

culture, which many Black =rnmunities had almost abarrloned

over the past fsv generations, could be interpreted as an

unconscious desire to find personal arrl communal

stability. It could also be deduced that if the work is

to give the craftsman some connection with a secure past

culture, then the products which emerge are more likely to

contain positive qualities than those to be found in

products where the worker has no traditional connection. (.

CUltural reaction has been interpreted as it occurs more

on an unconscious level arrl is applied here where the
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chan:Je .ilIposed on society and the irrlividual is sensed by

a fEM whose reaction =nsequently alerts the =ununity to

the adversity of which they are as yet unaware.

'Ihis is illustrated later in the section surnrnaris~ the

Arts and Crafts Movement in the Chapter titled Craft. 'The

reference is to John Ruskin's reaction to the effects of

industrialisation on the stnlcture of the British society

in the earlier part of last cent:uJ:y. His response to his

perception of the times was transmitted through his

writ~ and inspired the whole movement of the Arts and

Crafts which in turn were to br~ a new awareness of

design to the western World.

In respect of a cultural reaction occurr~ in the South

African =ntext, it is suggested that what was observed in

the 1960's and early 1970's of the European based crafts,

was an unconscious response by these idealists to the

pressures be~ exerted upon society through new

technological advances. What they were, and still are,

experienc~ may originate in the Arts and Crafts Movement

and =uld be traced through subsequent developments.

The nineteenth eent:uJ:y was to witness the increas~

developrent and employment of the machine and the
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=nsequent decline of handcraft. 'Ihough the theorists of

the Arts am Crafts were to decry the s=ial implications

of :in:lustrialisation am were able to influence the

transition, the machine age came into being. It had

nevertheless grown from a craft base, with the result that

new manufacturing units embodied many of the craft

traditions.

'Ihere was a respect for am pride in the skills which were

required to operate the machines effectively. A s=ial

structure developed within the factories, not unlike the

early guilds, where an artisan =uld progress from an

apprenticeship to journeyman am foreman. A tradition of

manufacturing in the small to medium factories evolved

through the twentieth century am =ntinued until after

the Secon::J. World War (i). B.rt: as technology accelerated

with the advance in electronics where machines take over

(i)'Ihis was personally ctEerved, where YIl:>l:kiIXJ as a

designer in the furniture :imustty frail 1955 to 1972 I had

extensive axrt:act with the artisans am geJEral 'iIOrXers

am wibJ ed the effects of in:::reasing I!Edlanisation on

the status of these peq>le.
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an increasing mnnber of tasks ani operators replace

artisans ani robots replace operators, then there arises

concern for the unknc:Mn ani Il'Ore sinister side of a future

in a society which nay have little need for man's natural

talents. Craft could be seen to be reacting to this

threat of uncertainty by d€ll'Onstrating how the act of

making by ham is able to re-introduce factors which have

always been known to man ani possibly are fundamentally

more important to his nature than many of the values

llnposed by our societies of the late twentieth century.

Hurranism in relation to craft is enployed in this

di ssertation in the sense of a devotion to human

interests, fram the point of view of both the individual

ani of groups making up society. The interests are those

which should benefit man, at any level, ani those

concerned with his well-being. 'Ihe reference of Crawford

(1985:11) to "Ruskin's occasirnal onslaughts CIl the

irrlustri.al ~tcl-~
~:z~~, CIl the divisiCll of 1.aJ:JaIr as a

lII.ll:"de.tuls dissectiCll of experience: CIl the use of

madrinery as the inhunmI ani <XXIVUl.sive artllem of a

society gene llEdlanical. in heart ani head" refers to the

middle of the last century but has parallels with today.
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emft is =ncerned with making, predominantly by haIxl, an:}

even if :mechanically assisted the naterials an:} the

p=ses relate to the human scale, not only as actual

measureIlE'lt but also as bein:J appropriate in the process

of its execution.

Apart from the scale of craft, another aspect of its human

value is the =ncem with quality of life. For example if

a comparison were to be nade between the approaches used

in establishing a typical factory an:} the development of a

craft industry, it could be expected that in the instance

of the factory, the workers would be enlisted after

targetin:J the narket, making sale projections, an:}

physically preparin:J the operation. Whereas in the case

of the E.L.C. craft centre at Rorkes Drift, the Church was

aware first of the need to provide an income for the nany

residents of the area. 'Ihe individuals were taught

certain craft methods an:} gradually products became

available for sale. Contrary to the factory approach the

narket was then tested with completed products. 'Ihese

crafts have been exhibited in international exhibitions

an:} because of their unique quality are be:in:J sold in the

sophisticated narkets of Europe an:} the united states.
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'Ihe canparative profitability of two such ventures would

IOOSt likely favour the factory, but the quality of

livelihood of the respective sets of workers would be

richer for the han:icraftsrnen.

A perception of craft, based on the synthesis of the three

notives of tradition, cultural reaction and humanism, can

be surmrarised very concise!y as "practical idealism" .

'Ibis has been taken from C.R. Ashbees description of

hllnse1f as a "Practical Idealist" (Crawford, 1985:422) as

it aptly expresses a collective ilnpression. 'Ibis may

appear as an oversilnplification of a vocation which has

many facets and is difficult to define but, as this

introduction has attempted to demonstrate, a concept

relating to idealism can be identified. Based on this

concept there seemed a possible link to design and the

specialisation in interiors and furniture. It appeared

that a study of craft and its ideals could provide a

better insight into the complexities of design."

1.3 AREAS OF RESEARCH

'Ihree areas of research were considered necessary to
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develop the study. Firstly an historical overview,

secorrlly a broad survey of the current state of craft and

thirdly, practical experimentation. As these issues were

explored other aspects became apparant and the final fonn

:in:licated in the "Contents" was to evolve.

Firstly the historical research clearly revealed craft

idealism as a specific aspect of craft practice which has

its origins in the Arts and Crafts Movement. Also '!hird

World material culture did not feature in craft idealism

until the current revival, and only in terms of the local

cir=mstances is it relevant to this study. '!his is also

why the secoIXl factor, that is the current state of craft,

follows directly from the history. '!he purpose of this

section is not meant as a comprehensive study of

international craft, nor is it att:errptin:J to document

local activity.

Although the personal recordings and extracted references

do supply evidence of craft functionin:J on a wide scale,

other concerns have also become a part of the objective.

By a~in:J to classify the many facets of craft it

becames evident how it has relevance to many disciplines,
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fields an::l enteJ:prises, such as art, iIrlustl:y, registered

trades, social welfare, to naIl'e a feN. 'lhese clearly

demonstrate a need for greater attention to the activity

of craft.

BegarclinJ the third area of research, that of practical

work, this is normally a =nponent of advanced study in

the design courses. In the specialisation of Interior

Design this would usually =rnprise a submission of

concepts, presentation drawin:Js an::l models, all being

supported by working drawings. 'lhe nature of the proposal

an::l the contribution which the design offers has to be

assessed from this foon of CCllIm.Il1ication. However, as

this study is centred on hand craft it was decided that

the practical =nponent should in fact involve IPaking the

=rnpleted designs personally. 'Ibis would further the

urrlerstanding an::l introduce a means of realistically

testing the design concepts. In tenus of feasibility this

precluded =rnpleted interiors an::l the objects have been

restricted to single pieces of basic furniture or related

elements.

By following this ==se of realisation of the design to a
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final product, as opposed to representation of the design

t:hrcJu:::lh drawin:js, problems which arose in the latter

became !lOre apparant. 'Ihese are discussed in the chapter

cor=ned with interior design, Ylhich attempts to clarify

the actual role of interior design and to dispel some

CClll1IlOn mis=nceptions. '!he process of design is also

referred to, illustrating how problems of visual

cammunication affect its course from concept to

completion. 'Ibis is compared with the !lOre direct course

of handcraft.

1.4 SUMMARY

'!he introduction can be summarised as follows. A personal

experience which produced the concept of a craft ideal as

a possible influence on design has been described. '!hen

the areas of research which will investigate this concept

have been proposed and the COllifOSition of the dissertation

has been outlined. But before embarkin:J on the main body

of the work the meaning of the principal words in the

title need to be clarified, also the confines which shape

the study and its intended aim should be explained.
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'Ihe word Craft is inten::led to be urrlerstood in its

traditional sense "hanlicraft" ani :implies a creative

input combined with a skill, although at times in the text

the nore general faun is used. A nore specific definition

anI various meaniIx]s, including my = diagramatic

analysis, will be presented in the chapter entitled

"Craft".

Idealism can be inteJ:preted either in the philosophical

sense, or in "the practioe of idealisiDJ" anI the latter

is implied 111 the title as "the habit of represerrt:inJ

thin]s in an ideal form or as they might be "

Extracted fram 'Ihe Oxford English Dictionary, 1989. '!Wo

further extracts fram this source illustrate this "1890

Hall caine in Ca1teIIp. Rev. JIpr. 479. I take realism to

JIEaIl the doctrine of the :iJIport:aIDe of the real facts of

life, ani Idealism the doctrine of the superiority of

ideal e.xisten::2 aver the facts of life. [anI] 1862

Ruskin. Unto this last i.v . 136 'lhrne-foorths of the

demarrls existing in the ~ld are ranantic; fo.nrl=d on

visions, idealisms, hq:les, ani affections".

Design is discussed in the follow:in:J chapter in its
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application to interiors arrl furniture, but a general

definition to "~ve mental pl.an f= [arrl] draw plan

of • • • to be executed by others" from the Concise Oxfo:r:d

Dictionary, is the interpretation intended in the title.

Returning to the "confines of the work" mentioned earlier:

although the international scene may be alluded to where

it provides a general background in some passages arrl much

of the discussion is centred on Britain, the fcx::us

nevertheless is on the situation in southern Africa.

Unless otheIWise stated, all comrnents are intended in the

l=al context.

Finally, relating to this local context there is the aim

inherent in the title.

If the acculturation of the western craft ideal enanating

from the Arts arrl Crafts Movement arrl the crafts

re-emerging from local material culture were to develop, a

beneficial influence on design could be experienced.
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2. INrERIOR DESIGN

2.1 AN INI'ERPREJ'ATION OF INrERIOR DESIGN, WTIH REFERENCE 'TO

FURNI'IURE

Interior Design is often =nsidered to be the service

provided for the selection of furniture, fittings,

furnishing am. finishes applied to the interior of

existing buildings. 'Ihis activity however would more

=rrect1y be termed Interior Decoration. Although all the

above mentioned processes do form a part of Interior

Design, there are TInlch broader =nsiderations involved,

am. it =u1d be said to be a specialised activity which

has evolved as an aspect of architecture. It is a

relatively recent developnent as a separate discipline,

although it =u1d be traced as having its origins in the
CJ.

work of Neo-classiKt architect Robert Adam as early as the

mid eighteenth century. (i)

(i)Forna1ised <nrrses leading to reccxplised National

Diplanas 'iIere started in South Africa in 1972 at

institutians ~d1 'iIere later to re I lie Tedmikons.

lblytedmics in Bcitain had been offering.trai.nin:J for

awrrndmately twenty years prior to this.
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Before =ntinuing to disOlss the activity of interior

design it would be as well to =nsider the meaning of

design as it will be applied in this dissertation.

Apart from the profusion of definitions of design which

can be found in the OXford Dictionary nany =unentators of

design have given their opinions but the interpretation of

Forty (1986: 6 and 7) is =nsidered most relevant " ...

In everyCay speech, the word has ttoo «' IIIII 11 meanin:Js loben

awlied to artefacts. [taken here as furrliture and

interiors] • In one sense, it refers to the look of

1::h:iDJs: sayinJ'1 like the design' usm11y involves

IDtic:ns of beauty, '!he seccni, nvre exact use of the

word 'design' refers to the preparaticn of instructions

for the producticn of lImlllfactured goods, the special

quality of the word 'design' is that it CXJIlVeys both

senses, and their =rrjl.U'X±ion in a sin}le VIOrd rightly

expL es the fact that they are :insepe.rable: the way

1::h:iDJs look is, in the broadest sense, a result of the

a::ntitic:ns of their llakinf'.

Forty's reference to the preparation of instructions is

particularly relevant to the followin} section on the

abstract process of design in interiors.
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Interior design could be summarised as a creative function

=ncerned with problem solving on a practical level, and

the =nstraints which define its activity may be listed

as:

i. the physical limitations of the site in question,

detennined by volwne, stnIcture, materials and the

technical services to be supplied

ii. the requirements and needs of the occupants or users in

tenns of physical and psychological =nsiderations related

to carnmercial and financial dictates

iii. the elements which the interior designer may design, or,

select to be installed and by so doing Irodify the site to

satisfy the human needs.

As no actual sites are involved, the =nstraints of item

(i) do not feature in this study, however the human

requirements and needs of (ii) are =nsidered in the

practical work. '!he main =ncern is with the activities

of (iii) , namely the designing of elements or !!lOre

specifically furniture and the practical research work

is focused here.
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It CXJU1d be questioned whether furniture design falls

within the discipline of Interior Design. nlls evokes a

further question as to the location of furniture design in

relation to other disciplines, arx:l whether it is a

separate discipline. Fram the historical point of viewo£

craft it is apart, as were all the crafts, arx:l certain

schools or deparbnents of furniture design operate

indeperrlently today. HaNever, the majority of leaders of

the Arts arx:l Crafts Movement last cenbrry included

furniture in their range of skills, which often comprised

fabric arx:l wall paper design, weavi.ng", ceramics, silver

smithi.ng-, etcetera, all of which stermned from an

involvement in architecture. It CXJU1d then be argued that

as the above combination is what =nstitutes Interior

Design as it is practiced today, furniture should be

=nsidered an inre. >gral part of this discipline. As most

industrial design courses also embrace furniture as part

of their s=pe of design, the folla.vi.ng" diagram attempts

to clarify the interrelationships between the design

disciplines which are relevant to this work, by shCMi.ng"

haN each is influenced arx:l where common ground exists.
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ARCHITECIURAL DESIGN

*
INTERIOR DESIGN

FURNI'IURE DESIGN

*

STRUCIURAL ENGINEERING DESIGN

*
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DESIGN

*
INIUSTRIAL AND rnorucr DESIGN

2.2 '!HE AffiTRAcr PROCESS OF DESIGN ill INTERIORS

'Ibe follC!Win:J are observations of problems in the creative

process in interior design.

Although interior design has been described in the

previous paragraph as a creative activity, the actual t:ilne

available in the cycle of a typical design operation for

purely creative concentration is rniniInal. Under the

stress of real and urgent problems involving t:ilne, space,

building regulations and restrictions, availability of

materials, suitable labour, etcetera, the designer is

distracted and consideration for visual appearance and

how it will relate to the practical design concerns,

became a lesser issue.
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It may be argued that the ubiquitous phrase that tends to

absolve all designers from an area of responsibility

"Foun follows function" should provide the solution. It

is not however the natural evolutionary process which it

inplies. n. •• for the form of designed tllirgs is decided

by dloioe or else by dJan]e: but it is never acblally

entailed 'l/hat ever" •
~

(Pye, 1978: 13)

Decisions must be taken which are not a process of sinple

deduction. A response mechanism comes into play, and it

is at a subconscious, intuitive level where the

composition of foun, texture and =lour emerge. This

intuitive level =uld be termed a subjective function

which is generally accepted as being unconscious of time.

If however pressures from the other areas in the "design

process" affect this function through time restrictions,

the founs, textures and =lours selected can be=me

derivative or even replicas of existing designs which are

readily available in the designer's immediate experience.

If the source which the designer relies on is also

accepted by the peer group for example a a.rrrent fashion,

then the choice of founs can be made more readily and

without fear of =iticism.
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'!his rray be appear as an oversilrlplification of a highly

camplex psychological pr=ess. It is nevertheless

interestin::I to observe that similar problems of developing

three dimensional foms are experienced by interior design

students as those =nfronting the professional designer,

albeit caused by different types of presssure. After

atterrpting to resolve the practical problems of planning,

the students terrl to "grope for shapes" to build up the

three dimensional foms, which rray result in an amorphous

carnposition, or alternatively they slavishly follow the

current fashionable trends.

In same schools of design this process of reproducing

readily available foms is the IreaJ1S by which design is

taught as it offers a =nvenient IreaJ1S ,of crnrrnunicating

with the student. Possibly this method of teaching is

carried-over from the Beaux Arts approach to the schooling

of architects, which was followed well into this century,

where the student was required to =flY exactly the facades

of nany existing buildings before being allowed to produce

nxxlifications or designs of his own.

It is the =ntention that this reliance on superficial

observations or easily a~ible rraterial, often
A
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encouraged through teachiIx:I methcxls arrl aggravated through

carnmercial pressures, gives rise to a proliferation of

repetitious foOlS VJhich became, if sufficiently pratroted,

a fashion, arrl eventually through over-exposure arrl

misuse, a clich~.

'Ihe distinction between fashion and style should be

clarified here as applied to this work. 'Ihe Concise

OXford Dictionary gives four meanings of the word fashion,

two of VJhich are applicable. "Prevailing custc:m,

especially in dress [and] anventiaJal usages of LJIPErr

class society - W<itever is in a=ord with these for the

time being". Style is given eight meanings, the third

being relevant. "Collective dlaracteristics of the ... ,

artistic el<pn:ssion or way of presenting things or

decorative nethods pr:q>er to a person or, sdlool or period

" From the above fashion suggests inlpenranence

associated with a fonn of peer pressure, whereas style

ilnplies a rrore cohesive development.

It is not suggested that all three-dimensional fonn and

composition should not in any way be derivative, or that

there is no merit in the development of style. An
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evolutionary pr=ess is inherent in IOOSt creations and the

progressive refinement of a style can prcduce a quality of

form, which is in fact the essence of traditional craft.

A further observation COncen1S drawing. The process by

which a design relating to interiors usually emerges is

through a series of drawings which could be called a

CCllIIIlllll1ication bridge. starting with the concept sketches,

scaled presentation drawings develop, which are then

translated into detailed working drawings of a technical

nature. The drawings could be described as two

dimensional illustrations of thoughts which could become

three dimensional realities. The problems involved in

prcducing the drawings themselves can demand the major

creative energy, and the actual design can be relegated to

a secondary role. William Mo=is was said to have

abandoned architecture "Because he could not get into

close CXXItact with it. It had to be done at secorrl

hanl". (I.ambourne, 1980:21)

In the teaching situation it is the drawing which is the

primary means of carrnnunication from student to lecturer,

and those students with greater skills fare better as

their drawings are inclined to evoke a Irore favourable
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response. Also students have been seen to abandon

concepts if they encounter problems 1tJhen trying to develop

the design through the medium of drawing.

Handcraft bc1Never is inclined to IOClVe along an alternative

path. It was experienced during the practical research

that although same preli:minary sketches or =ncept lJlOdels

were necessary, the creative activity is carried directly

into the making. It is not being implied though that the

interior designer should physically attempt to execute or

construct his designs. '!he scale of the work and the

organisational problems would make this impossible. What

is being proposed is, that if the designer can at tlines

work at the interface of =ncept and final work without

the distraction of =rnrnunication problems, a greater

awareness of the IlRlltifaceted creative process in design

can emerge.

Another factor 1tJhich .imposes stress on the designer 1tJhen

working through the creative prex::ess, is one 1tJhic:h

initially would appear to be an advantage, and that is

rapidly advancing technology. To be =nstantly presented

with new materials and manufacturing techniques may seem
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to offer great stimulation to the designer and at times it

does, but when it becomes a question of "over choice", and

not beinq able to refine one approach before beinq

CXJnfronted and persuaded by the manufacturers to adopt

others, this can in:luce uncertainty in decision ll'aking.

'!he sq:histicated tecImology developinq in production and

ever increasinq advances in materials places few

boundaries on the form which a product may take. Wood can

be shaped in almost endless fashion even to being

reronstituted so that it has no grain. stone is chipped,

and rebonded with resin. Glass fibres are used to

reinforce cement. Cement is mixed with cellulose to form

sheets. Adhesives provide virtually unbreachable bonds.

Plastics can be IroUlded into any chosen shape. Metals are

blended and can even be foamed. Polymers can be combined

in ever increasing forms. Glass can be toughened to

resist high illIpact. Synthetic fibres are available for a

multitude of purposes. ceramics are undergoing incredible

c:han3'es. '!hese are some of the recent developments which

have or will be CXJnfrontinq designers.

Craft on the other hand is inclined to concentrate on one
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or two materials ani through specialisation develop

m:thods of refining fonns which on COIlpletion reflect an

urrlerst:an::lim ani sensitivity by the craftsrran, tcMard the

material ani the way it can be fashioned. Not that craft

work should lack innovation, as can be seen where a

particular skill has been adapted to another material. An

example can be cited where women in the Black townships in

cape Town have used their weaving skills to produce

articles from waste plastic packets.

It is not the intention to be prescriptive by attempting

to offer specific solutions to the designers problems: of

coping with the .imposition of fashion, maintaining control

of a design through the comrm.mication procedure, ani

dealing with an overchoice of technological advances,

which were the three aspects identified. Interior Design

was described earlier as having emerged as an aspect of

architecture, but it also has its roots in that period of

the last century when Ruskin, Mo=is ani other theorists

concerned with the association of art to industry grappled

to firo a moral solution. As the craft idealism to emerge

at that tiIre is more or less as we know it now, it is

suggested that by locking to craft the designers of today

may firo a direction for addressing some of the problems

with which they are confronted.
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3. CRAFT

'Ibis chapter is an ilwestigation into the rreaning of craft

to attempt to clarify the intention of the work and will

be dealt with under five sections. Firstly a general

definition of craft is given as a background, developing

into the interpretation on which the research is sited.

'!he three sections that follow =nsider the historical

circumstances which lead to this interpretation, defining

it as idealism. Material culture and folk art have been

=nsidered as influences that run parallel to the other

two sections which trace craft from antiquity till it

emerges as idealism in the late nineteenth century. 'The

final section on craft revival is too recent to be viewed

in an historical =ntext and has been crnnpiled from

personal observation and limited available documentation.

As the study falls urrler the discipline of interior design

and has a particular reference to furniture, the cormnent

is from this viewpoint. However unless specific mention

is made to furniture, the tenn craft applies in its

general sense.
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Diagram 0.1 In::licates the evolution of craft idealism, on

which the =nstruction of the chapter has been based.

Diagram 0.1

'mE EVOIIJITON OF CRAFT

Primitive T=lmakers
All products are in:lividually crafted

*
Methods introduced to assist production 1000

ani repetition work begins

*
Guilds evolve

* 1400
Renaissance

* *
Craft Prcrluction =ntrolled
by Guilds

*
Increase in stamardisation ani
piece work

Int:e!Iectual 1500
separation of art

1600

*
Craftstr<m l=se =ntrol
of design

*
Rapid advances in technology

*
Irrlustrial Revolution

*

-j(

Rural
Crafts

*
Arts ani Crafts
Movement

1700

1800

1900

1960

Crafts evolve as
specialist Trades

Rapid advances in technology

*
Electronic Revolution

1950

*
Crafts Revived
in First World

*
Contemporary Craft
in South Africa
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3.1 A DEFINITION OF CRAFT

Craft has not only many IreaIliIxJs, but also many

interpretations. What is COIlllOClnly understood by the term

=aft today is irxlicated by a brief survey of this

classification in any general library. '!he majority of

publications are predominantly concerned with giving

detailed instructions on how to make up exist:in:] designs,

m:JSt of which are directed toward teach:in:.J dexterity at

primary and secondary school levels. '!his is not the

interpretation which is being discussed.

Illcie-Srnith (1981:11) in '!he story of Craft makes the

following conunent "'Ibe word 'craft;, is like so many

inportarrt: words in ED:Jlish, brief, punJeI1t am

ant>igt.lCJJS" • 8elect:in:] the sixth of the nine basic

IreaIliIxJs given in the Shorter OXford Dictionary, "A

call iIXJ reqririnJ special skill am ~ledge; especially
---~

a lIEIIlal art, a harrlicraft;" , he then refers to the

IreaIliIxJ which ilmnediately follows this - "the !lE!l'b>..rs of

. a trade or harrl=aft oollectively".

'Ihese broadly satisfy the general reference to be used,
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however the more specific lIEallin::f =ntained in the title

that is inplied in the di ssertation and applied in the

practical experiments needs further definition.

It C rnAFI'_ involves the idea of skilled labcur in

material.

'harrlwork' •

'Craftsmanship' is IXJt to be identified with

First, there has lain behirrl the word

'harrlwork' since its i.ntrcduction into education the idea

of maI'B.la1. dexterity, of :manipJlation, and usually of

of the min:l. 'Jhis is very different fran the attib.:de

which sees craftsmanship as the OIhole body involved in an

expI ive Ihytlnn relati.rxJ min:l am material f= a

specific pn:pose in the world of lIEIl". Robertson

(1961:27) in Craft and Contemporary CUlture, emphasises

the tenn "craftsmanship" rather than craft which supports

the openirx:r comment of this chapter.

To look for the lIEallin::f in earlier history, that is from

when the only means of making was by hand and then through

the various stages of increasing mechanisation, does not

provide a definition in today's =ntext. It is only from

the period when John Ruskin am William Mo=is lead a
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movement to reinstate handcraft that it is possible to

look for an understarrlin:J as it may be applied nCM. Even

then it is not completely relevant. What was =ing in

the late nineteenth centtn:y were social and aesthetic

~
issues reacting to an :in:l.ustrial avalanche. Today, having

lived through IOClre than a centtn:y of irrlustrialisation we

have "a=limatised" ourselves, in varying degrees, to a

world which is dependant on the technology of machine

pr=esses for the fonning of materials. But nCM there can

be said to be new threats fram a new technology, which is

beyond the average comprehension. 'These appear to be

leading in a direction which is affecting our perceiVed

way of life and creating a period of radical change. As a

result the crafts people appear to be emerging again and

it is this reaction or revival of tradition in "First

World" cultures, or as is the case in southern Africa an

a=1turation with the "'Third World", that provides the

meaning of craft applied in this study.

It was discovered during the historical research and the

observation of recent craft that even within the above

-' context a wide variety of interpretations can be found.

'These are determined by the degree of involvement in one

or IOClre of several factors which include creativity,

technology, social structure, market and industry and can
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best be described in the form of a diagram (D.2) below:

(********** Craft

mainly by harrl tools

Industry **********>

!l'ainlY by power tools

SCulptor

Artist-craftsrran
one off items
=eativity and
high skills.
jewelleI)'
#furniture
glass
metal work
ceramics
fibre art

Artist-craftsrran
semi-repetitive
high skills.
weaving
potteI}'
glass
printing
lace making
knitting

Craft/trade
II'akes up from
designs.
furniture
printing
metal work

Designer-craftsrran
high =eativity
supervises making.
furniture
fabric
metal work

Craft
repetitive
specialised skills.
decorate potteI}'
weaving

Craft/trade
light industry.
patterns
prototypes

Product
Design

Home Crafts
semi-skilled
minimum design
works from patterns.
knitting
tapestry
rugs
embroideI}'

# indicates the area where the practical
work in the research falls.

Major
Industry
trade/
craft.
Patterns
Dies
T=ls

piece Works
No special skills
repetitive
assembles
products
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'Ihough not interned as a definition, the following extract

from Craft and Con:terrporcu:y Ollture, the author herself an

internationally Jrno;.m potter, reveals the idealism and

romantic ass=iation of craft.

"It is by his attitu:le to his materials, to his tools,

and in his urnerstanding of the needs his products serve

that 'Ne recognise the essential craftsm2n.

yet it is ally ~ the craftsman is in tcudJ. with satE

san:ce of life, drawin:J on the deep '<iell of age-old

tradition as does the p>asarrt: craftsman, or surging

forward on a cant:enporal:y wave like the Renaissance

craftsman, =~ he is one of the blessed few nnlern m2Il

loIho bear within t:hemselves their am perennial spring,

that craftsIIanship in its full sense can flaNer" •

(Robertson, 1961:36).
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3.2 MATERIAL aJ.UIURE AND FOlK Am' ill REIATION TO CRAFT

In an historical context the so called Third World and

peasant crafts do not =ntribute clirectly to the theme of

craft idealism in the First World and will be dealt with

only in relation to craft development in South Africa.

Material CUlture

Whereas constant c:harx:jes occurred in the nature of craft

in Europe arrl North America due to major refonns,

predorninently the Renaissance arrl industrialisation, the

material cultures of the 'Ihird World have evolved Il\Ore

consistently. Gradual transition has taken place through

migration and merging of cultures caused by conflicts

between groups or nations. Trading and infiltration also

introduced new inflUences, with European colonisation

being the most significant. But despite this European

influence the traditional crafts continued, particularly

in the rural areas, until the social structure of a

particular connnunity c:hanJed in favour of a new lifestyle

and the artifacts produced for their old culture ceased to

fulfil a need.
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Ellert (1984) intrcx:luces 1he Material CUlture of Zirnbal::Me

with the followin:} observation "In pre--a:>lonial Z~,

tedmology am tile arts "l>e:'e sllcxFSsfully cazbined to

pr<:JdIre tile naterial requ:irarerrt:s of a culture dat:inJ back

a millenium • • • tile peqlle ofZ~ bad developed a

tedmology df!lLC:pdate far tile llBIlIlfacbIre of tools,

inplenErIts, ~, vessels, llI1Sical inst:rument:s am

rn:naIIert:s TNhidl oowlIsLrate • • • a sq:tristicated

un::Ierstarrlin of tile natural environment ••• "

1here was no distinction between function am aesthetics.

Every object evolvEd through neEd am inherent in the

~.. ~_ its fOD11 am decoration. Grossert (1985) in

his introduction to Zulu Crafts states "In Africa there

was no u:u::epL of dTr:f particular object bein:J "art" in tile

Dm::pean sense of tile 'WOrn, Widl possibly stems fran tile

Rena:issarre int:e1:pretation of tile Platonic IhilosqiIy am

tile glorification of tile inlividllal as an artist."

1he grouping of individuals to fOD11 an individual unit

where labour would be dividEd into specific repetitious

operations was not part of the culture. Apart from the

metal smelters, who sometimes were a group who had secret
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Imowledge and lived separately Shaw (1974) most people

were craftsmen and both lI'ale and female produced objects

for use and enjoynent by their bmnediate family.

Davison (1983) in her study of lDbedu Material O1lture

describes pottery and woven baskets being made by women

but the beer strainers by the men, and both were involved

in the making of sleeping mats. The woodcarvers were men,

but "Even these skilled craft:sIIen were n:Jt full-t:iJIe

specialists am they seldan specialised in making only one

type of cbject". (Davison, 1983:102)

The time allocated for craft work was dictated by the

seasons and centred around the family's need to plant or

harvest or rethatch the huts. Because of this direct

=nnection to the family, there was no need for the

formation of guilds to protect particular crafts, as had

happened in Europe, although a=rding to Shaw, (1974:119)

"li:xldcarving was for the most part a specialised craft

am CXlI1finrl to men".

Further extracts from Shaw's record of woodcarving have

been used as they are relevant to the theme of furniture

and its possible introduction as a rural craft.
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"'Ihe art of ~-carvin::Jwas not nearly as -:u developed

in sart:h Africa as IDrth of the Zant>ezi ... Nevertheless

decorative M10dc en utensils readled a fair staIrlanl aIIDlXJ

the ZUlu, sate Sotho grcAlPS am the Venda

Traditionally there was ID joinery - eadJ. article was cut

cut of the solid." (Shaw, 1974:119)

Tools generally consisted of an axe for felling, an adze

for outside shaping, a gouge for hollCM objects am a

knife for finer work. Decoration was of two kinds 

carved or brarrled. carving of grooves and ridges was

IIDStly used on sticks, clubs am pipes. Branding was with

a hot iron or else the whole surface was blackened and

sometillles polished with grease.

"'Ihe cbjects nade were trcughs for feedin:] animals,

llIOrt:ars, pestles, drums, doors (Venda am TolX'du doors

were eJi!lxrrately carved) 1xMls am dishes, milk pails,

ladles, sp:x:.IlS, snlff-baxes, pipes, knife-sheaths, head

rests, shafts for spears, hafts for axes am adzes,

staffs, sticks am clubs," 8haw (1974:120) who does not

cite any examples of furniture in the sense which it is

generally knCMn, or is fourrl north of the Zambezi, but



Fig. 1. Cetswayo's chair. Natal Museum.
photo. Exhibition poster for African
Art Alternative Aspects. Thatham Art
Gallery May-June 1987.
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instances of cererrcnial chairs for the nobility have been

preserved which would appear to be an influence from

European traditions, and are not part of the material

a.Ilture. Davison records an example of chairs made by the

Iobedu people which closely resemble the early cape

chairs. '!his influence would seem to have travelled north

with the Voortrekkers.

Other crafts will not be dealt with as they are too

I11.lIrerOUS and do not relate as directly to furniture.

Although they are of interest they =nstitute more of an

ethnological study, which is beyond the intentions of this

work. '!he influence of the material a.Ilture will however

be discussed further in the later section of this chapter

dealing with the revival of craft.

Folk Art

Although in its '3ene,~ally accepted sense folk art has no

direct influence on craft in South Africa today, there

=uld be said to be a carparison with early material

a.Ilture. Recent examples of craft development =nfined to

specific social groups may also suggest a form of folk art
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Fig. 2. A Lobedu woodcarver making a dish
using a long-handled gouge.
photo. E.S. Krige, 1936-8. (Davison, 1984 102) •

•

Fig. 3. 'Riempie' chairs, first made by
Lobedu craftsmen in 1930.
photo. P. Davison, 1975. (Davison, 1984 112) •
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which is emerging locally. '!hese two possibilities will

be cnnsidered by clarifying what is meant by folk art.

'!he references are drawn predominantly fram eastern Europe

but also occur in north~ Europe am. the areas bordering

the Medi~. '!he traditions of this art crossed with

the immigrants to North America where in Pennsylvania am.

eastern canada extensive evidence of craft can still be

foun:l. '"'!he New Encyclopaedia BritaI).ica 1988 "refers to

the art of the people, as~ fran the elite or

professional product that cxnstitutes the nainstream of

art in highly develqxrl societies". '!his general

definition could apply to certain aspects of local craft

but the origins of folk art should first be discussed.

'!he so called peasant art of Europe was reco::JIlised in the

later nineteenth century. Bossert (1954) writes of Alois

Riegal who in 1894 produced one of the best works in the

first studies of folk art. He dates their origin back to

pre--Orristian times and maintained they were created by

the needs within the home, which precluded excharx:jes of

items between families. "Shapes am ornaIIel1tation of

articles belCDJing to aE family lJIUIP did IYJt c::±la.nJe in
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the CQIrSe of huu:lt:eds of years '" n a=rding to Bossert

(1954:4). '!his stage of folk art could be equated with

the early material a.1l.ture in South Africa. ''Nothing is

aa::idental = without meanin::J in primitive artn • 'Ihese

words of Bossert' s are very close to those of Grossert' s

in his comment on Zulu craft earlier in this section. 1'.4-0

Yet it is only in the early period of peasant art that

this similarity with material a.1l.ture can be seen. Once

the former became distinct from its surrounding a.1l.ture it

represented a different function to material a.1l.ture which

=ntinued as a utilitarian art.

A present definition of folk art is quoted from the New

• • Vl.
Encylopaedia Bnt:aIj;ica nas the art created anDrXJ gralIS

that exist within the~ of a develcperl society bIt

f= geograrhical = a.1l.brral reasaJS, are largely

separated ft:an the .' ....Il '{olitan artistic develcptE1its of

their tllre ani that produae d:istin:tive styles ani drjects

f= 10cal needs ani tastesn •

As these groups gain access to the latest ideas made

avai1able through irrlustry, commerce am transportation
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the tnle art terns to decline. Once the pattern is broken

the product becomes undervalued, am the Encylopaedia

Britanica comments on "SUbsequent revivals, extensively

spoosared by cn:ganisatioos, =aft group:;, governments, or

camP=ial enterprises, are ID lc:n:Jer the sarre thinf'.

It is in this light that a comparison can be made with

local craft. As in folk art material culture cannot be

revived in its earlier form as the circumstances have

changed. '!he craft which is emeIgi..n:J" from this source

cannot strictly be termed a folk art either as it does not

conform to the above definition. It may be an "art of the

people distinJuished from the professional product" but it

is too =nsciously directed toward a sophisticated market

to be classified as folk art. Other areas of craft have

undergone a process of acculturation am could not be

=nsidered as folk art either.

'!he =ntenpJrary craft may draw on comparisons with

material culture am folk art but it is primarily a

reflection of its time am a consequence of recent

influences am should be seen as such.
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3.3 AN HIS'roRICAL PERSPECTIVE OF CRAFT IN 'IRE WEST ffiCM

ANI'IQUITY 'ID 'IRE INI'USTRIAL AGE

Concerning this general overview of the long period fram

the first tool making man to the effects on civilised

s=ieties through increasing mechanisation, a definitive

reference work pertaining to craft can not be found other

than that of E. lllcie-smith, The story of Craft: 'Ihe

Craftsman's Role in Society. On consulting his

bibliography this would appear to be confll:med, as the

ninety five references which he has drawn fram either deal

with a single craft or refer to specific shorter periods

of history. To att:eIlpt to research the references to

evaluate his interpretations would be a task out of

proportion to its relevance in the overall study. 'Ihe

story of Craft has therefore been used as the main source

of reference to provide the basis for an overview of the

general history of craft leading up to the period of the

Industrial Revolution in Europe am is dealt with under

the following sub sections.

3.3.1

3.3.2.

3.3.3.

Craft and art: the only means of making

Art separates fram craft

Evolving mechanisation
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3.3.1. CRAFT AND ARI': 'llIE otilll MElINS OF MAKING

". • • that a ioIOrlc of utility might also be a work of

art, if 'Ne care to DBke it =" William Mo=is: from

an essay on Print:im. William Mo=is Gallery n.d.

Introductory Notes.

Surrounded as we are by manufactured products which

support our lives and are taken for granted, it is

illlportant to appreciate that in a pre-machine age

society any object, from a practical tool to items of

comfort, could only be obtained by man's ability to

fashion it from some naturally available !l'aterial.

Each individual article, apart from be:im unique, would

have had a value and a life of its 0NIl, quite different

from the products of our world of disposables and

planned obsolescence. Also the maker earned the

respect and appreciation of the cornrmmity for providing

necessary articles which could be obtained through no

other source. '!.he process of mak:im was a part of the

process of living, the products grew aut of the

individual's need and projected the culture in which

they evolved. '!.he foms which emerged as three

diInensional objects and their surface treabnent became
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the art of the people. Craft and art were

inseparable. 'Ihis applies broadly to a variety of

early civilisations over a range of time; it indicates

the early phase of the evolution of craft which appears

to be carnmon to emerging cultures throughout the world.

The more recent =ncept of handcraft idealism =uld

have had no meaning for the people of these early

cultures; HaIrlwork was tiring and slCM for the

craftsmen whose task it was to supply the denan:J.s of

the IlXlre affluent. If a means to ease the effort or

speed up the process could be found it was adopted.

'Ihree directions appear to have been follCMed to assist

in terms of energy.

Firstly hand tools were dffil~~oJ;lEld__t2 ~.... each

operation. These had been standardised in the forms

which are familiar today, as early as the eighth

century in Europe and Britain. The Egyptians, far

earlier in 2500 B.C., enployed same very efficient

wood-working tools and were able to produce chairs

sbnilar in =nstruction to =ntemporary methcrls. The

wood plane is an example of one tool which appeared to
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fall fram favour after its use in ancient times arrl was

not revived tmtil the twelfth century.

'!he secorrl development which was to ease the workload
- ------

on the human bcdy was the harnessir:g of energy fram

flaNinJ water. 'Ibis advanced the ID3king of textiles by

increasing the individual's output. '!he employment of

this energy was however deperrlent on the third factor,

that of energy =nservation, which was the tmder-

starrlir:g of the rnec:hanics of kinetic energy. Levers

arrl pulleys which were devised to assist human energy

to lift materials on buildirq sites, were adapted to

become same of the earliest machines, same made of

wood, for transferrir:g water power.

'!he third advance in the tmderstarrlir:g of rnec:hanics was

the-development of the<XJgWheel, which was used in the

making of the first clocks. 'Ibis invention apparently

originated in China in the eleventh century arrl had

appeared in Europe by the errl of the thirteenth

century. 'Ibis =nsciousness of tine which came with

the development arrl proliferation of the cl=k also

brought other c:ban:Jes in the nature of craft.
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In Europe the variety of crafts normally un::lertaken

within the home separate::1 into specialist operations

which were 10Clre efficient. 'Ihese were to emerge as

crafts practised by specific groups of people who

formed themselves into self protecting organisations or

guilds. 'Ihe evolution, arti the influence of the guilds

on the whole of European arti British corrnnunities

occurred aver a period of several centuries, arrl

produced a very complex social structure. "'Ihe

pn:pose of the guilds was to maintain starrlards of

skill, arti at the same time protect the cra£stman - not

lIErel.y, or even primarily, against tedux>logical

dJan]es, bIt against the bIrdanscIIe denarrls of the

fe.ldal systan. For this reascn guilds lolere an urtJan

~". (Illcie-Stnith, 1981:126) But in time they

developed monopolistic temencies arti went beyond the

aim of freedom from serfdom. 'Ihey ensured that each

craft remained separate arti they eventually developed

into organisations of great p:::Mer controlled by

''master craftsmen" , who delegate::1 the actual work to

journeymen. 'Ihe latter were discouraged from attaining

mastership arrl a hierarchical practice emerged within

the guilds in the Middle Ages arrl continued into the

Renaissance.

,,,
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A development which originated in the early guild

system was the introduction of standardisation within

the various crafts. 'Ihrough the revolutionary

invention of moveable type in the craft of printing,

the contents of a page could be reproduced in identical

form for as many copies as required. From this

influence the division of labour into specialised

operations began to occur in other forms of craft. It

became aa::epted that a craftsrran could reproduce ll'aIly

identical it:errs which would each be part of a complete

product nade up of several components produced by other

.cra:ftsrnen, for example the separate parts which were

finally assembled to make a clock. Not all craft was

to move in this direction, but the concept where one

individual would develop am control each part to make

up the finished whole was beginning to fall away.

The focus of this historical perspective renains

directed nainly on events in Europe am Englam as this

lead to the Arts am craft Movement, this being the

period rrost relevant to the history of craft idealism.

Influences from the East, Africa am the Americas are

briefly referred to when relevant to the theme.
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3.3.2. ARI' SEPARATES FRa1 CRAFT

nIf this l.esser art will really be enough to acntent

us, it is a good t:binJ. far as to the higher art there

never can be lIDdJ. of it gain:} crt, s:inJe bIt few peq>l.e

can be fam:1 to do it. al.so few can fllrl nr:xJeY enough

to P" s t:hemselves of arr:f particn of it, •.• n A

lecture delivered at the work.in:J Men's Coll~e 

London. December 10, 1881. (Morris n.d.)

'Ihe next najor relevant identifiable phase in the

development of craft emenred during the Renaissance arrl

introduced a change in attitude which was to became

established later during the seventeen -and eighteenth

centuries. 'Ihe changes were brought about IOOre by the

new modes of thought which characterised the

Renaissance than by najor developments in naterials arrl

techniques.

'Ibis pericxi saw the ~innin:J of the separation of art

and craft. In the new atmosphere of freedom of thought

there was an upsurge of inlividual =eative energy and

artists, sa.I1ptors and architects emenred in their own

right. 'Ihe =nceptual leaps of which men such as
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l£!onardo da vinci ani Michelangelo were capable, IOClVed

their work in new directions away from craft. The

artists began to seek personal expression in their work

ani would not be bound by the craft traditions. As an

example of this :in:ieperrlent attitude lllcie-Smith

(1981:152) cites two accounts where the sculptor ani

goldsmith Benvenuto Cellini is rebuked by Francis I of

France ani even ilrprisoned by Pope Clement VII for not

completing cammissions a=rding to his assigrnnent.

'!he craftsmen on the other hand although admired for

their skills in manipulating materials were tied to a

process of a=.mrulated Jmowledge inherited from

previous generations ani locked within the =ntrol of

the guilds. '!hese organisations had grown in st:rerqth

ani number ani by 1422 one hUl'Xh"ed ani eleven guilds,

each practising their C1Nll specific craft, were

recognised in IDndon.

'!he growth of the cities produced a class of craftsmen

whose social position was rooted in their skills of

producing the objects needed by the affluent ani the

noble. For them, a craft was an occupation to be
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worked at, an:i which brought recognition in their

particular skills. '!hese skills were jealously guarded

1.lIDer the powerful protection of the guilds, where the

rigid hierarchical system of master=aftsIren,

jOlll:TleymeIl an:i apprentices, stringently =ntrolled each

craft as well as the lives of the individual

craftsIren. '!his system which had emerged during the

Middle Ages, became entrenched during the Renaissance.

one of the crafts which naintained a link with art was

goldsrnithing. Several of the foremost painters and

sculptors also worked as goldsmiths an:i jewel setters.

A possible explanation is that the goldsmiths had

powerful noble patrons an:i were exempted from

restrictive guild regulations, or alternatively it was

the naterial itself, with the strong symbolism that

surrounds it, that attracted the artists.

Whereas most of the crafts were 1.lIDergoing gradual

transitional developnent, ftuniture making experienced

a najor advance during the Renaissance in northern

Europe. Until that tine, flat planes required in a
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construction were worked fram solid oak, whereas the

new approach was to make up frames into which srrall

panels were fitted, held in place by rebates, but still

able to exparrl am contract with c:harB"ing at:l!lc>sftleric

conditions. As the process involved the joining

together of smaller components it becarre known as

joinery arrl a joiners guild was formed. Joints

employing dovetailing, Irortices, tenons arrl wooden

dCMels arrl wedges were developed, arrl are very little

c:harB"ed in today's furniture construction. FUrther

sophistication occurred by joining boards side by side

arrl l=king them with a flush fitting dovetail joint.

onto this flat surface it was possible for veneers

shaved fram exotic logs with attractive grain structure

to adhere. '!his was to develop into a new craft form

which became known as cabinet making, a term generally

applied to Irost furniture making today.

The earlier frame am panel, or joined, furniture was

superceded by cabinet making in the cities where the

response to the dictates of fashion was evident. It

continued to be made in :rural areas, hCMever, where

craft was characteristically meeting the needs of the
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community am evolving at a slow pace, a pace which was

to keep the traditions alive when the decline of craft

was to cx::cur after the Irrlustrial Revolution.

Art was to separate further from craft as they

developed through the seventeen -and eighteenth

centuries. 'This is demonstrated very graphically by

Illcie-Srnith {1981:166} in his a:JlIPill"ison of the careers

of sir Joshua Reynolds and 'Ihomas Orippendale.

OrippeOOale continued the traditions of the craftsmm.

Although he received a=laim for his products from the

nobility and wealthy upper-class, he did not expect a

c:hanJe in his status; he remained a mastercraftsmm and

a businessman. Reynolds on the other ham expected

personal recognition from his sitters who became

progressively ll\Ore aristocratic and lirportant. He

presided aver the professional body of painters, the

Royal Academy, which was concerned with the status and

social upliftment of its members, quite unlike the old

craft guilds which were structured to maintain the

status quo.

'Ihe c:han:jing directions that art was taking were

further emphasised by the books which each of these men

published. OrippeOOale produced an illustrated guide
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to furniture style Vlhich he called "'Ihe GentleI1'aIl arrl

cabinet-maker's Director". It set him above his peers

but it was not interrled to elevate him to the level of

his clients. HcMever, Reynold's "Dicourses", evolved

from a series of his lectures, was aimed at justifying

his practice as a painter arrl presenting his theory of

art to his patrons.

Later in his career Chipperrlale made up several items

of furniture designed by the architect/designer Robert

Adam. 'Ihe craftsmen in his workshop were becoming

purely the IreaIlS of execution arrl had moved a long way

from the creative process of earlier han::l.craft.

Although fEM machines had been developed by the mid

eighteenth century, the beginning of a factory systeln

had been established. 'Ihe tasks were mostly manual,

arrl usually applied to basic products Vlhich =uld still

be identified as crafts. 'Ihe labour was divided into

several operations each to be executed by a different

person who was required to master one specific task,

generally a very basic one. nris is an irrlication of
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the level to which rrany so-callerl crafts had

degenerated.

A very paverful stylistic influence on furniture making

was felt through the ''rnarchan:i nercier", or mercers, an

established guild in Paris. '!hey originally traderl in

textiles and embellisherl articles from other crafts.

When they became llwolverl in furniture they had an

effect on the cabinet makers in that they cammissioned

furniture to be nade a=rding to the styles dictated

by them. '!he Rococo and Neo-classical pieces which

emanated from the workshops through their influence had

a narked effect on the development of western

furniture.

3.3.3. EVOLVING MEOlANISATIOO

n Arkwright may have illtn dnarl lIUdl wealth into

his family, ani into the a:xmtJ:y; brt: as a tourist, I

execrate his sdlaIEs, ...nidi., havin:J crept into every

pastoral vale, have desb:oy'd the carrse ani beauty of

Nature;" extract from 'Ihe Torrington Diaries 1792.

(Forty, 1986:l3).
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Revolution suggests an immediate change of authority

arrl the CCllTPlete restructur:in;J of exist:in;J systems.

'Ihe Irdustrial Revolution, however, was much JOC)re a

process of evolution. certain aspects were fairly

sudden, such as the inventions of HaJ:greaves arrl

Arkwright: the Spinning Jenny of HaJ:greaves for

instance awearect where nothinJ like it had been seen

before. Yet most development of machinery was

sequential, build:in;J on the experiences of the

forerunners, arrl because of limited carnmuni.cation,

Jmowledge of these developments did not necessarily

reach those who were not directly involved. &It the

effect of the grow:in;J mechanisation on the lives of the

workers is well knawn, the spinners arrl weavers be:in;J

the worst affected arrl suffer:in;J great hardships arrl

degradation in the new textile :irdustry.

In many rural areas the old crafts which were relevant

to village life continued, but in the more densely

populated areas other crafts were undergo:in;J changes

which had to do with starrlardisation, division of

labour arrl rrass production. As machines had not yet

been invented to assrnne many of the tasks these were
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still beirxJ perfonned by harrl. Josiah Wedgwood's

ceramic in:iustl:y is probably the best known exanple of

this stage of development.

Although Britain was the leader in the new age of

industrialisation, France am other countries of Europe

were also affected. '!he clock arrl watch factories were

exanples of advanced methods of production, as well as

symbols of the new age in which tilrekeepirxJ was

becomin:r increasingly imperative. Inevitably these

influences spread beyond Europe. America, having

established its independence, was to play a later role,

but the =re ilmnediate effects came nainly from India

arrl China, also from Japan. A two-way process

developed, with the outward tlrrust of colonisation on

the one hand, arrl unexpected returning influences from

the colonies on the other. Exporting manufactured

goods to the colonies in return for raw naterials was

the European intention; however the long--€Stablished

traditional harrlcrafts which were produced by poorly

paid peasant labour in these countries were able to

outsell nany European products arrl soon found a ready

narket in Europe. It was this trade threat from the
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East that created the incentive to develop machinery

which would produce l=er priced articles am so

re-establish the trade balance.

'!he revolutionary c::barxJes which this rapid

iroustrialisation had brought about in EnJlish society

were to cause a reaction which ultimately emerged as

the Arts am Crafts Movement. But it was not only the

outward manifestations of c::barxJe; it was also a

question of c::barxJes in t:hinld..nJ am in public attitudes

t=ard styles. '!hese appear to have evolved al1nost

independently of the major iroustrial forces

restructurin:J society.

'!he c::barxJes which =rred in furniture manufacture

illustrate what was taking place. '!he over-indulgent

forms of Baroque am Rococo which were evident,

particularly in Cbippenjale's middle period, had

transformed into the purer elements of Neo-classicism,

a style. rediscovered in the relics of ancient Greece

am Rome am typified in the furniture of Robert Mam,

which in turn produced two effects. Firstly the

simplification of the style curtailed lIlllch of the

woodcarvers' work am the number of craftsmen was
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considerably reduced. '!he methcds employed to reproduce

the classical forms seldom had regard for the intrinsic

qualities of the naterials whim were often forced to

follow the prescribed forms of the new fashion.

'!he secoJrl factor was the proliferation of styles which

emerged alongside Neo-classicism. Prosperity had

produced a new monied class, the iIrlustrialists, 1>110 had

the desire to = the luxuries possessed by the upper

classes, but did not have the discennnent developed over

generations of patronage. '!he new nanufacturers no

longer needed the support of a patron am consequently

became the arbiters of style for the emerging narket.

Forty (1986:60) refers to J.C. Robertson the editor of

Mechanics Magazine (1835) "RdJertsan was at:t:rib1ting

bad design not to the 'ioiOrlcmen's lack of skill, !:ut to the

capitalist system of nmmacbn:e, whim always pIt:

quantity am profit before quality. •• his explanation

anticipated what william~ later had to say aboJt

the causes of bad design ..." It was against this

situation that A.W.N. Pugin am later John Ruskll were to

speak out, arousing the awareness of Morris am the

craftsmen 1>110 followed.
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3.4 A SUMMARY OF 'lliE ARI'S AND CRAFTS

"No one was preprred for this sndden m:ban influx or for

the drastic dlarges that~ occurrin:J - any =re than '<ie

are prepared today for the effects of the seoorrl

InhJst:rial Revolution of cybel:netics, autanation ani

atcmic paNer". (De Mare, 1972:4).

'Ihe first identifiable reaction stermning from ideological

or lOClral lOCltives was not in fact traceable directly to the

effect of machine produced articles ani industrial

development, as is generally aa:epted. "What the critics

of design ~ unable to see or refused to acknowledge,

was that capitalist IIHIlUfactw:e, itself the cause of the

specialised lNOrK of design bpcunjTI:J Jlf'O"SSary, was

siJmltaneoosly responsible for the quality of design

deterioratiTJ:J. yet the artists, ardlitects ani

intellectuals w'ho involved themselves in design refonn in

the mid--niIEteenth cent:ury, ~ far too closely

associated with :iroustrial ani crmoo=ial ~th to dare

venbrre on· sud1 a radical line of criticism". (Forty,

1986:61) As previously stated it was lOClre a reaction of

taste to the popular styles ani the eclectic approach to
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design of the time.

As early as 1830 A.W.N. Pugin, a talented YOlllXJ architect

am designer, was making strong statements about the goods

produced in the factories as those "inexhaustible mines

of bad taste, BiJ::minJham ani Sheffield". (Naylor,

1980:14) His conversion to catholicism had brought him to

declare Gothic fonns as a Orristian cohesive style am

Neo-classicism as a pagan influence. In his book "'Ihel'rue
~?c:iH.....te.do""'C'h~\..s-t·LE"" A'C'C.-t":Ltec...-tLJ'f€

Principl~' he wrote: "'Ihe boo great rules for design are

these: first that there shalld be ID features abcut a

CC11Sb:uction am 'prcpriety' ; seccnl that all 0l::IlalIEfIt

shcul.d consist of enridnoollL of the essential CC11Sb:uction

of the brilding" • (Naylor, 1980:14) His sentiments

applied equally to furniture am other elements of

design. Pugin is irrpJrtant in relation to craft as he

represents a stage of development which prompted two

essentially different courses of design philosophy.

Henry COle, a self-appointed cultural reformer of the mid-

nineteenth century, was to spearhead the one belief of

bringing art into industry, am through his influential
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contacts he was able to put many of his aims into

practice. "'Ib all these eIrleava.n:s he br<::n;lht the

aninently Victorian virtues of diligerDe and dedication,

the ability to rush in wne:re others feared to tread and

the errt:husiasism of the aniJitiws amateur". (Naylor,

1980:14) One of his nu:rrerous errleavours was to introduce

design education into the schools system to reinforce his

beliefs which were rrore concerned with students of design

being equipped to meet the needs of irrlustry rather than

irrlustry being influenced by good design. His best l<n=n

achievement was his initiation and organisation of the

Great Exhibition of 1851.

Despite his enthusiasm and influence concerning this

!l'an1l1\Oth event, it was "'!he a1JseDoe of any fixed

prin:iples in ornamental design awarent: in the

Exhibition", as stated by '!he Times (Naylor, 1980:21)

and a general lack of unity arrorgst the various crafts and

products which caused the reaction of the design

theorists. It was this unsuccessful marriage of art and

irrlustry that became the theme John Ruskin was to employ

in his idealistic message corweyed through his



Fig.4. Ornamented console table and looking glass.
The Great Exhibition 1851.
photo. (Oe Mare. 1972 : 50).

Fig.5. Furniture from Austria made from iron tubes
The Great Exhibition 1851.
photo. (De Mare. 1972 : 50).
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publications, am which was taken up by William M:l=is,

Edward ~ones am the many others who followed the

other course of design, the Arts am Crafts Movement.

Ruskin, bo:rn in 1819, was prinarily a commentator on art

am architecture, am although he was not a practitioner,

he was to exert a great influence on design. '!he idealism

expressed in his writ:in:J for example, "Drawin:J nay be

taught by tutors, bIt design cnl.y by Heaven, am. to every

sdJolar wilo thinks to sell his inspiraticn, Heaven :rnfuses

his help". (Naylor, 1980:22) indicates a strong rorrantic

motive. Illcie-Srnith (1981:209) quotes Ruskin's rules for

craft, fram '!he stones of venice published fram 1851 to

1853.

"i Never erv:nn:age the llEl1llfacb.Ire of any article JDt

absolutely neoessary, in the producticn of which

Inventicn has ID share.

ii Never demarrl an exact finish for its own sake, bIt only

for scma practical or rrl:>le en:l.

ill Never enxm:age imitaticn or cxpyi:ng of any kiro, except

for the sake of preserv:iDJ recxn:ds of great w:>rks."

His followers, who were to shape the direction of the
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Movement, becarne llnbued with his sense of rat1I3nticisrn

which is clearly visible in the ethics of their methods

and the aesthetics of their work.

To describe the rise, influence and decline of the

Movement is in effect to describe the lives of several

prominent personalities who represented its spirit. 'Ihese

idealists, during the period 1850 to 1930 were stating

through their in:iividual expression a =n belief not

only in the nature of their design, but: also the issue of

its place in society. It could be said that the

continuity and ultilrate decline of the Movement was due to

it being built upon personalities. with their passing the

impetus was lost and no underlying structure survived to

be transformed as was the case in Gemany where Herman

Muthesius a diplomat, who had been to England to observe

the "British aesthetic" on behalf of the Prussian board of

trade, was influential in fonn:in:J the Werkbulrl. 'Ibis body

of industrialists and craftsmen whose aim was n... to

restore unity and national. identity to Gennan cultu:r.e

throogh the medium of inproved irrlustri.al producticn

n (Sparke, 1986:58) was to provide the backgrourrl for

the origins of the Bauhaus. Also in Scan:linavia, small
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craft orientated factories were a tradition, here " ..•

tile SI¥alish Design Society~ fonIB:l, in 1845, to protect

tile =afts•• " (Sparke, 1986:57) which =ntinued after

the decline in Britain.

Of all the in:lividuals who played a part, William Mo=is,

born 24 March 1834, is a=epted as the central figure

determining the path of craft fram 1860 arxi beyorrl his

death in 1896. His extensive activities arxi influence are

widely l<rJa..m: it is possible here to Jrake only a f~

observations which are pertinent to this project. While

at Exeter College, OXford in 1853 Mo=is arxi Edward

~ones, who became a life loIXJ frien:i, turned fram a

=urse destined for the Church, when they dis=vered the

lromantic poets arxi the social carrunent of Dickens novels.

But it appears that it was R!lskin's influence through "The

seven ~ of Architecture" arxi "The stones of venice"

which was to shape Mo=is' vocation.

After goiIXJ dam from OXford, he spent a year trainiIXJ to

be an architect, writiIXJ poetIy arxi learniIXJ to paint. He

abandoned architecture "Because he fam:i he cx:uld not get

into close cart:act with it: it had to be done at secorrl

han:i" (Iambourne, 1980:21) He then became associated
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with the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherl1ocxi through Dante Gabriel

Rossetti am worked with him on a fresa:> inspired by

Arthurian legerrls, which became his link to the Middle

Ages am the source from which his romantic idealism

flawed. Mo=is, although a theorist am philosopher, was

able to surrerrler h.llnself to the intuitive process of

creative design am to apply h.llnself to the practical

skills of shapinJ the design in its final medium. Beyond

this he was able to express h.llnself not only as a writer

but also as a formidable orator of his awn theories am

beliefs. The linage perceiVed of him from nany

descriptions is of a CClfIIlellinJ personality able to fire a

latent idealism within the hearts of his contemporaries

am of the younger aspirant designers who were to carry

the cause into the next century.

As a devout am outspoken socialist Mo=is saw the making

of craft not only as an aesthetic endeavour, but IOOre as a

symbol of a class struggle for recognition. "'IhJ:aJghoJt

his career as designer, eraft:suan, bibliq:trile, painter,

poet, story-teller am political polemicist, Kxris was

inspired by the arts am manners of the Midlle H]es, not

cnly far their surface beauty, bIt far the COlplex:
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lXlIUJOtatians ~d1 he attadJed to them;

1979 ed. by J. Redmom, :14).

R (Mo=is,

Although not entirely a=rrate, he presented labour in the

Middle Ages as being respected as an honest expression of

life: R the dlief_~of art is man's pleasure in

his daily J1E'CPSSiUY work, ~d1 expresses itself am is

eIIixxlied in that work itself ... n (Briggs, 1962:140) It

was this "necessary work" which the machine ethic within

the industrial system was renoving from the life of the

common man, am with this, Mo=is believed, his

opportunity to express his art. "Every real work of art,

even the huuhlest, is inimitable. I am lIDSt = that all

the heaped-up krDIllErlJe of JWdern scieroe, all the~

of JWdern cxmneroe, all the dEpth am spiribJality of

of an ignorant, superstitious Bertshire peasant of the

foorteenth cent:uIy; n From a lecture delivered by

Williarn Mo=is at the Working Men's College lDmon on

December 10, 1881, procured at the Williarn Mo=is Gallery,

in the leman Borough of Waltham Forest. 'Ihe house was

Mo=is' hOIre during his later school years am while he

was a student at Oxford. [In June 1986 this gallery was
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visited and also Mo=is' last home Ke1ms=tt Manor on the

Gloustershire/Oxfordshire border where he fourrled the

Ke1=tt Press and where he died and lies buried.] 'Ihis

then, in very simplified terns, was Mo=is's message, a

message inspired by Ruskin that was to be =ied forward

to several individual designers, of wham a few brief

descriptions follCM, and which emphasise their

contribution to those aspects of craft urrler discussion.

Arthur Heygate Mackmurdo, born in 1851 the year of the

Great Exhibition, was a man equally committed to science

and art, and was initially nore influenced by Ruskin with

wham he had travelled and worked, than he was by Mo=is

wham he only met in 1877. Although he trained as an

architect he foun:i this had given him no art and he turned

tCMards the crafts. "I sdlooled myself in the tedmiques

of uniell jrq and carvin:J, tryinJ my hand at sane

ornamental. stcner.urk I learIY2d to do n?p""lffiIo

TNOIX in brass and eli:JroicleI:y • •• I learn2d ernJgh

abart: materials and c:xnst:ructive pLC oosses to design

pieces of furniture". (Naylor, 1980:1l6). '!his is

indicative of the attitudes of these men and their concern

to bring their art in touch with the practice of making.

Where Mo=is had initiated a finn, Mo=is & Co., to
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execute domestic interiors, Mackmurdo fourrled the Century

Guild in 1882 "to rerder all brarrlIes of art the SIiJere

ID 1.cn::Jer of the t:radesmen, bIt of the artist" and to

"restore b.ri.1.ding deooraticn, glass pa:int:inJ, pottery,

wood--cal:viIxJ and lIEta1. to their rightful. p1.ace beside

pa:int:inJ and scu1.pture" • (Nay1.or, 1980:117) The

introduction of the tenn "guild" rather than firm was a

response to the idea1.s of the Movement. It was to corwey

connotations of the Midd1.e Ages and of co-operation

instead of exploitation or competition.

Mackmurdo's fret back chair is of special interest as he

draws his inspiration directly from nature, following the

tenets of his mentor Ruskin, and creates an a.syrnrretrical

design in a chair back which wou1.d not have been

conceivable before. These same forns were carried into

the title page of his book on ''Wren's city Churches".

'lhis single piece of art work has been ascribed as the

precursor of Art Nouveau or Jugendstil, a movement fram

which Mackmurdo conpletely disassociated himself. Yet a

comparison of the signets of Mo=is & Co. and the Century

Guild support Iambourne's oI:servation of the faJroUS title

page "In this, it typifies the a::Ilplex ani:>ivaleoce of
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Fig. 6.
Mackmurdo's fret back chair.
photo. (Anscombe and Gere,
1983 : 123).

Fig. 7.
The famous title page of Mackmurdo's
book of 1883.
photo. (Pevsner, 1973 : 42).

Fig. 8.
The "forma1ized natura I ism" of the signet of Morri s and Co.
(1861) left, compared with the "sinuous elegance" of the
Century Guild signet (1884) right. photo. (Pevsner, 1973 : 45).
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Mackm.n:rlo's adlievement, for his Cenbn:y Guild is of

equal :i.JIportance, IDt ally for its anticipation of Art

Na1veau, bIt as a seminal inflllel'Y:2 on the nascent Arts

an::! crafts M:JvaIent" (Iambourne, 1980:37)

Although not extensively referred to by the other

biographers of the Arts an::! Crafts Movement, Pevsner

(1968:117) says "Olarles F. Armesley Vaysey nust be

regarded as the central figure in EnJlish ardritecture an::!

design durinJ the b;o decades aramd 1900" . As a

contributor to the furniture of the pericxJ. he ImlSt be

documented. Born in 1857 he was six years junior to

Mackmurdo who influenced hlln stylistically in fabric,

wallpaper an::! furniture. / ""
"'lhese ~cal. patterns.,--... __ __" _h - __

U1IIUast with the bold, silIple fODIS of the furniture, an::!

in partiallar with the writin} desk of 1886,with its

distinctive geweuical finials, the tln.mi> print. of
~------

Macknm:tlo's architectural style". (Lambourne, 1980:44)

He was nevertheless a very in:lividual designer as seen in

the illustration for the Kel1nscott Cbaocer an::! it is

perhaps due to the fact that he was for a t:ilne an

associate of the century Guild and did not establish a



Fig. 9.
Voysey's sideboard.
photo. (Lambourne,

1900.
1980 : 47).

Fig. 10.
Voysey's oak cabinet "the
Kelmscott Chaucer" 1899.
photo. (Anscombe and Gere,

1983 : 127).
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guild of his awn that more f=us is not placed on him or

that he is not more quoted. His extensive groun::lin:J in

craft was to enable him to It'ake the transition to

iIrlustrial design. "As far as the style is ccnce:rned, it

IIattered little whether what Vaysey desigrm was in the

em. nade by the =aft:.snm1 or the m3.I1lfacturer. ~ style

is llXJdeJ:ate, sensible, always graceful, ~ in

fIllnit:ure or in textiles or in netal 'NOrlc". (Pevsner,

1968:127)

Charles Robert Ashbee, like M3.ckmurdo an:i Voysey trained

as an architect an:i was to carry the Arts an:i crafts

influences into the twentieth century as they all lived

until the early 1940's. Although born (1863) into the

upper middle classes he probably developed more of an

l.Ilrlerstan:iing of the working craftsman than did many of

the Arts and Crafts leaders, a=rd.ing to Naylor

(1980:166), as he worked in the East Errl of Lorrlon for

fifteen years, and it was from his connections there that

he formed the Guild of Han::licraft. He is relevant to this

study as he is one of the most brportant personalities of

the Arts and crafts Movement in the middle and later

stages of its developnent. He was a theorist and well
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able to express himself but he was also a practicilYJ"

craftsrMn not only as a designer but also r:;hysically

involved in the making process. Many examples of his

silverware have survived as testament to his craft. His

ideals of the essence of craft beilYJ" in touch with natural

processes encouraged him to lOOVe the operation arrl the

people of his Guild of Handicraft from its base in a

depressed suburb of Iorrlon to the small town of arippilYJ"

Ccmpien in the gentle countJ:yside of the Cotswolds.

Although the enterprise was to suffer setbacks arrl finally

closure, due to a variety of reasons most of which could

not be blamed on the enterprise itself, it provided an

inspiration for craftspeople uniVersally which is evident

in the craft revival of today. (l.ambourne, 1980:130)

describes the venture as havilYJ" "... the utq>ian glannrr

of all. lost causes".

Another of Ashbee' s contributions was the link which he

provided with the American lOOVernent where the writilYJ"s of

Ruskin were already well-knc1wn arrl MOrris was revered by

the devout exponents of craft. But Ashbee was to see the

changes which the later period of the Movement was
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experiencing. He visited Frank IJ.oyd Wright (1869 - 1959)

in America an:i a reciprocal visit was made by Wright to

Chipping canpden. '!here appears to have been a mutual

respect despite strong differences of opinion between the

two men. Wright at this stage was respectfully attacking

the Mo=is doctrines an:i in a speech in 1901, refe=ing to

Mo=is, said "... 'Ihat he mi"O'!laliated the machine does

IXJt matter. He did subliJIe 'NOl:K for it when he pleaded so

-n f= the process of eJiminatien its awse had made

necessary; when he fcnght the :innate vulgarity of

theocratic :ilIpIlS'€ in art as. nlCJ6Erl to the delii. :ratic,

am when he preadJed the ~ of siJrplicity".

(Lucie-Srnith, 1981:226 an:i 227)

It may have been Ashbee's contact with Wright which was to

bring aJ:out his re-evaluation of the role of the machine,

am by 1911 he had begun to accept that its products could

have an aesthetic value. In a publication "Shall We Stop

Teaching Art?" he made the following radical statement

"M:Jdern civilisatien rests en machinery, ani ID systan of

~, = the en::x:uragement, =the teadri.n:J of art

can he sa.md that does IXJt recognise this". (LarnI::>oun1e,

1980:143)



Fig, 11-. The Guild of Handicraft Carvers,
traditional craft methods;
photo. (Crawford, 1985: 142).

indicating the

Fig.12. The Guild of Handicraft Woodworking shop at Chipping
Campden. The transition. from handwork to machines
is apparent.
photo (Crawford, 1985 : 219).
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'Ihe importance of Ashbee an:! how his vision links him to

the designers of the later part of this century is shown

by two extracts from his book ''Where the Great City

Stan:1s" published in 1917.

"Arian VI. '!be distinction between.mat shculd an:! ~t

shaJld not be prcrlJred by llBdrine:r:y had in many trades ani

crafts Ini' been made. 'Ibis had been the di..so:Jvety of the

last blenty-five years". (Larnbourne, 1980:143)

"Axcion X. In an

city

iroustrial

carmot be

civilizatian,

stable witbart:

the

a

=neSlxnlin:r zeconstruction of the ccunlty. Tam ani

ccunlty shwld be arrrelated ani react upon one aIXJther.

'Ihis =rrelation is a natnral cxnsequerve of the

ccnlitions of the madrine age". (limlbotu:ne, 1980:143). (i)

Whereas "Ashbee an:! his guildsiIel THere self-taught,

aa:p.ririnJ their skills by trial an:! error" . (Naylor,

1971:167)

(i)'1he urban sprawl ergulfinJ the a:xmt:ryside ani the

en:roadmlent of inIDsb:y into residential areas in Scu:th

African cities inli.cates ha.r m:gent an:l relevant the

llESSage fran the utq>ian craftsmen is to us terlay.
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William Iethaby is knaNn primarily as an educator. His

rontribution to the Arts an:l. Crafts Movement as a teacher,

design theorist an:l. leader is relevant to this summary.

Havirxr worked in a senior position in the architectural

practice of Norman Shaw for alIoost seventeen years he

becaIne . the co-foun:ler, with George Frampton, of the now

le:;en:lary central SChool, in IDndon in l896. Urrler his

leadership it was soon "CQ1S:idered the lIJJSl: pl:CXJLe5Sive

art sdlool in Elll:qle" (Naylor, 1980:l79) and retained

this status until the Bauhaus was recognised in the

1920's. His foresight an:l. leadership was again sh= when

he emeIged as one of the initiators of the Art Worker's

Guild, (to be described later) from which he drew his

teaching staff for the central School. '!he aim of the

school established by '!he Teclmical Etlucation Board was

for the "iJrlustrial aJ!llicatian of decorative design"

(Naylor, 1980:l79) but with its strong ties with the Art

Worker's Guild " • • • it was a sdlool of crnft:smanship 

its J:UPils ~ there tonake, IDtdraw, ..." (Naylor,

1980:l79) The staff were practicirxr designers teachirxr

part-time and the students had to be engaged in some form

of craft.
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Dem::lnstrating his ability as a practitioner as well as a

theorist Lethaby fonned Kenton an::l CO. with Gilrson an::l the

two Bnnsley brothers, who are nentioned later, an::l two

other craftsmen. Unlike the Guilds "'Ihey issued nl

manifesto, preferrinJ to direct t:heir energies to

experiment.iDJ with remll"kably dariD:J tedmical

inoovations". (I.arnbourne, 1980:168)

Naylor (1980:183) sh= Lethaby's urxierstan::ling of the

direction which his craft philosophies were m:wing by

1920, when she quotes from his own work "Form in

Civilisation" '''Ihe halse of the fub1re will be designed

as a ship is designed, as an organism ..m.ch had to

furcticn prqJerly in all its parts".

An observation can be made here of Lethaby, who like

Ashbee, having spent their lives devoted to the pursuit of

craft, were not left with antiquate:i ideals when they

m:wed into the twentieth century. They were both able to

see with clarity the path which design could follow as it

became increasingly technologically involved.

In the latter stages of the Movement there were a faY who

were to continue the practice of craft unaffected by

advancing technology. Amongst these were Ernest Gilrson
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am the Barnsley brothers Sydney am En1est, mentioned

earlier as business partners of Lethaby, who rroved to

Gloucestershire after the failure of Kenton & Co. '!hey

are not recognised for =rnmitt:in:J their thoughts ani

beliefs to paper as were many of the other artist

craftsmen, but the work they produced, both in danestic

build:in:J am furniture has established them as sorre of the

:rrost able although lesser known CXJntributors to the Arts

ani Crafts Moveroont. '!hey were joined by Peter Waals a

ThItch cabinet maker am the work which emanated fram the

group was very basic, sinlple but well executed furniture

in true craft tradition. '!hey are sorretiIres referred to

as the "Cotswold School" taken fram the area where they

chose to settle.

It was possible to visit the Cotswolds briefly in 1986,

the intention being in try:in:J to find a better

un:ierstanding of the craftsmen am their work, by

experiencing the environment to which they had been drawn,

am where they must have felt they could be IlOSt

productive. Following this, examples of the work of

Ashbee, Voysey am Gimson were seen in the Cheltenham

Museum. '!he out:=me of the experience when CXJnsidered in
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c:onjuntion with the idealism of the craftsmen of the

period, suggested the essential factor of craft proposed

in the introduction. Namely the synthesis of the work,

the craftsnan and the environment.

'Ihe personalities of the Arts and Crafts Movement rrost

relevant to the theme have been briefly des=ibed. 'Ihese

were the men who shaped its direction through their

indepen::lent endeavours, but same reference should be nade

to their influence when they exhibited as a group.

Although the various firms and guilds did represent groups

of craftsmen they were nevertheless each lead

predominantly by a sin:Jle individual.

In 1884 'Ihe Art-Workers Guild, which was fonned to offer a

fo= for the interchange of ideas, represented a broad

spectnIm of the n ••• craftsmen in ardlit:ecture, pa.int:inJ,

sculpture and the kindred artsn • (Naylor, 1980:120) and

came into beinq as a reaction to the policies of the Royal

Academy and the Institute of British Architects. Although

the Guild provided a focus for creative people urrler the

leadership of several craftsmen aIOC>ngst whom were Lethaby

and Walter Crane, a rencMl1ed illustrator, it was not a
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stronj pronotional body. (i) An llrportant CJUtcoIre

nevertheless was the "Arts am Crafts Exhibition Society"

which did give prarrotion, am exposure for the craftsmen.

Although it did not originally carry this title, when the

first exhibition was beinj planned for 1888 in the New

Gallery, as the "Combined Arts", T.J. CObden-Sarrlerson, a

book binder, apparently coined the narre "Arts and Crafts"

which was adopted for the exhibition am subsequently

became applied to the whole lOClVement, a=rdinj to

Anscombe am Gere (1983:57).

Despite William Mo=is's scepticism about the success of a

public exhibition he did display work fram his finn am

also delivered an address. 'Ihe prominent exponents of the

crafts were all represented, anonjSt wham were William De

Morgan whose ceramics provided a special feature, am the

(i) "British designers had, in fact to wait lmtil 1930

for the formation of their professicnal body - 'Ihe Society

of IJrlustr:ial Artists" (Naylor, 1980:121)

'Ihe south African Society of Designers is an affiliate of

the British Society am came into beinj allrost thirty

years later.
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work of others such as Walter Crane's illustrations,

Macmurdo's century Guild exhibit, ~ones' cartoons

for stained glass, Cobden-sanderson's books, ani W.A.S.

Benson's copper ani silver ware. Iambourne (1980:58 to

67), who describes Il'aIly of the exhibits, then refers to

the sequel "'Ihe seccnl exhibitien in 1887 proved still
~

nDl:e Sln:essful, to the delight of M:n:ris ••• 'lhe

exhibitien continued to show' the suprenacy of M::lrris's

influerDe • •• the Galleries becanirg the crcwXrl vem.Je for

the delivery of his :fanJ1ls lectnre en Gothic

Ardlltectm:e. lectures en aspects of imividual crafts by

their practitioners ~ a regular feature of all the

exhibitions" . 'Ihe first president of the Arts ani crafts

society, Walter Crane, wrote in an essay at the time:

/"'Ihe M:Jvanent ••• LEpL S Its in sane sense a revolt

a.gain;t the hard medlanica1 =nventiooal. life an:! its

insensibility to beauty (quite another t:hin;J to

0Ll'IaIIe11t) • It is a protest a.gain;t that so-called

iniustrial pLO:p:ess whim provides shoddy wares, the

dJeaIness of whim is paid for by the lives of their

pnrlrJOerS ani the degl:aiaticn of their users". (Naylor,

1980:124)

'Ihe third, ani last annual exhibition lacked novelty arxl.
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was less su=essful " • • • because a nmiJer of items on

display had just that quality of amateurism whidl Mxris

had feared ~d ilfP"i'r". (I.ambourne, 1980:68) But the

Arts and Craft shows continued to be held at the New

Gallery until 1910.

The exhibitions were bnportant because they demonstrate

the comm:m purpose that existed amongst these

irxlividualistic crafst:rnen who believed so strongly in

their cause and committing therrselves to pursue its

ideals. '''Ihe Arts and Crafts was less oanoerned with

M1at t:hiDJS look like, with style, than with hao7 they lIlere

/) made and taken as a lNhole, the cbjects lOhidl the~
~-- le.--

proollcpd prcse.1t a picbIre of splerni.d cenfusion ••• '!here

was IX> single Art and Craft style. AnI yet there lolere,

• •• elements of taste rather than of style

(Crawford, 1985:208)

"

'!he events that followed were to prove that they did

influence certain sections of the community particularly

the designers in industry who were to follow, but the

exposure was also to show, as seen by the infiltration of

amateur work, that their rressage was a very subtle one,

and not easily understood by society at large. Morris was
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the general. plblic don't care a

damn about the arts am =aft.s n (Naylor, 1980:123)

It must also be realized that theirs was not the only

stylistic influence displayed to the public both in the

earlier am later stages of the Movement. '!he artist

crafstmen were not =nc:erned with prorooting a style. It

was rather the urrlerlying belief entrenched in the

philosophies of craft that had came through

interpretations of Ruskin' s perception which detennined

the forns that emerged in the various crafts. It would

seem doubtful whether the public were aware or prepared to

urrlerstand the meaning behind the objects which they were

asked to corrpare with objects in other styles.

In the early 1860's when Mo=is was establishing his firm

am building on the medieval traditions of rustic craft

other craftsmen were evolving styles based on a fom of

"Nee-Renaissance" am later through renewed interest in

as
Japanese art the style referred to"Japonisme evolved.

'!hese directions were to be called the Aesthetic

Movement. " it is rnoessary to look briefly at late

victorian design in general., am to notice the fact that
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the Arts arrl Crafts enjoyed ID special. nuqx>ly of

harrlc:raft. RusJdn arrl Mxris did IDt pIt an em. to the

cxnfusicn of styles they dernIrred.. 'Ihey cnly:made peq>le

llU1£!IItarily uneasy ••• By the 1870's imitative Japc:nisnE

had evolved further into a new style, •.. 'Ibis was the

so-called "Art" style, whidl was the expLlLsion of the

1Iesthetic M:Jvement". (lncie-Srnith, 1981:216 arxi 217).

Although the ideolCXJical iIrpetus of the craft movement was

to emanate fram Englarrl it is appropriate to refer at this

point to the role America was to play in events preceding

the Arts arrl Crafts Movement, as well as being an

iIrportant contributor to the later part of the movement

itself.

It was a new arrl expan:iing camtry, as opposed to the

established s=ieties of Europe, but sorre sllnilarity in

the pattern of development is evident. TIle colonists were

of European descent arrl there was a considerable a=unt of

contact of one sort or another between the two

continents. 'IWo observations can be I1I3.de on early

nineteenth century America which were to have an effect on

craft.
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Firstly, the Shaker religious sect which followed a

strictly disciplined ascetic existence, evolved a simple,

unadonled style of fw:niture which reflected their way of

life. 'Ihe nature of the designs was well suited to the

pioneerin;J ccrnrnunities in general, arrl the Shakers found a

ready narket which led them to establish starrlard methods

of production on factory principles. 'Ihese . simple

repeated components in the designs were ideally suited to

these methods, arrl the manufacture spread beyorxl the

Shaker ccrnrnunities.

"'1he austere lolOrld of the Shakers had been a natiooal

arriosity since the late eighteenth cenbrry. It recame

widely krJaHn after its exhiliiticn in the 1876 centennial

shl:lw at IbiladelIiria. '!be plain severity of its fmnit:ure

made a direct ~ to a yam:J man who visited the

exhiliiticn, who was to becrIre one of the lead.l.m ElJqXXeIts

of the Arts arrl cmft:s ideals in Anerica, GUstav Stickley

(1857 - 1942)" (Iambourne, 1980:150)

Although the Shaker designs were to lead into factory

production, the style arrl fOrIllS errployed are very close to

the work of sarre of the British Arts arrl C!:afts



Fig. 13. A Shaker chair.
photo. (Lucie-Smi th,

1981 : 205).

Fig. 14. A chair designed and made
by Ernest Gimson.
photo. (Naylor 1980

Fig. 61).
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exponents. "'Ihe rescniJl.an::e of many of the pieces to the

productions of the exactly oontBi(" lIary eot:s.uld Sdloal en

the other side of the Atlantic is strik:in:J. Stickley net

Iet:haby en his visit to Iarlcn in 1898, ani it was hard to

believe that Earnest GbrEen ani S}'drEy Barnsley [of the

eot:s.uld Sdloal] CDJld have been withaIt krxwled;}e of

'CI:aft:sIIm1' furnibIren • (Larobourne, 1980:152) "'!he

Craftsman" was a nagazine which Stickley published from

1901 to 1916.

'!he second observation of the American scene is what

Illcie-Smith (1981:204) refers to as a "paradox". '!he true

craft which grew from the practical needs of the American

pioneers was =nsidered a temporary phase in the

civilisation of the prairies, and became the incentive to

strive for rapid iIrlustrial gr=th, whereas in Britain ani

Europe it was the iIrlustrialisation and painful

restructuring of an established society, which was the

IOCltivating force.

But it was Frank IJ.oyd Wright who, through the "Prairie

SChool of Architecture" had =nnections with the Craft

Movement, was ultinately to produce the strongest
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influence from America in his lecture "'!he Art and Craft

of the Molchine" in 1879 which I.ambourne (1980:162) quotes

fran. "'Ihe day of the machine is Int CI7er - instead it is

just abaIt to begin. 'Ihe Mad1ine does Int write the dean

of Liberty, bIt is wait:in:J at Ilm1'S hard as a peerless

tool . . • the creative Artist will surely take it into his

hard, and, in the nane of Liberty, swiftly urrlo the deadly

misdJief it has created"• I.ambourne then makes the

earnment "'Ihe Arts and Crafts M:Nemmt, in both America

and En:Jland was never to be the 5allE again, for his lllOrds

[wright] mark the beginn.in:J of the rejeeticn of Ruskin

and M::>rris's advocacy of hard crnft:sumlship as the cnly

soluticn to social, ardlltectw:a1 and artistic prcblemsh •

Returnin:J to Britain, there is one designer who though

generaly is referred to urrler Art Nouveau must be

mentioned in the later stages of the Craft Movement. Like

Frank Uoyd Wright, O1arles Rennie Molckintosh (1868

1928) and his ass=iates of the Glasgow School were not

part of the Arts and Crafts am were certainly not

appreciated by the JJErnbers of the Movement. Anscombe and

Gere (1978:169) emphasise this. hIn 1896 the 'Glasglow

Four' 'Were invited to seIrl~ to the Arts and craft
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Exhibitien Society [twenty pieces of work were

exhibited] ~ their posters lo1el'e met with ast:ari.shne1t

am distaste; a reactien whim was to 00 2 lie familiar in

En:Jlam". Yet, if it was Vaysey who initially influenced

Mackintosh, "'Jbe Glasgow Sdlool artists made Dnre

valuable corrtacts abroad than the =aft revivalists,"

a=rding to Anscombe am Gere (1978:168) who also suggest

that Mackintosh was to transcen:l the decline in Britain.

"'lhus lo1el'e the ideals of Morris am1\shbee, whimlo1el'e

eagerly listeIai to en the~, made aesthetically

a=eptable within the IIDZe stylised fraIze.url{ of

decx:>rative design in Austria am Germany".

Iaml:Jounle (1980:92) also addresses the problem of the

rejection of Mackintosh's work, although clearly craft

based, by the British Movement which seerred to regard

" its dan]eroos ternerx::ies towards the ftaU]ht tan:Jles

of oantinental Art Nalveau" • Iarnbourne continues by

referring to " • .. the crnplexity of the didJotany between

Art Ncuveau am Arts am CI:'afts prin::iples" and suggests

that "... MacJdrrt:osh!s inspired brildinJ, the Glasgow

College of Art, reveals individual d1a.irs, tables,

electric light fit:tin]s whim all speak of the
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:inli.viduality of the craftsman ••• [am] alt:ha.¥Jh Arts

in :inli.vidual detail, far ncre

forward--lClOk:inJ • • • beinJ irneed one of the first great

m:rlern interiors".

Wright am Mackintosh could be said to have forged the

ideals of the Arts am Crafts Movement into new fonns,

Mlich each employed in different ways, yet both were to

lead into the Modern Movement.

'Ihree divergent examples peripheral to the Craft Movement

are cited to illustrate the c:irctmstances in its later
.'i!
~ stages. '!hough tmre1.ated they provide backgroun:i to

underst:andin::r Mo=is' idealism of craft as it lroVed toward

irrlustrial design.

'!he ..!~:;L is an example of beinJ a cont.errporary of, rather

than beinJ influenced by, the Craft Movement. Clristopher

Dresser was born in 1834, the same year as Mo=is, am

qualified as a Dxtor of Botany• But his design

backgroun:i was in the Henry Cole circle, whose aim was to

match art am industry, am totally against Mo=is's

beliefs. Although Dresser designed for factory production
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am could be =nsidered one of the first professional

iIrlustrial designers in metal work, he had developed an

appreciation of plant foms. It was this am his

urxlerst:an::l:irrJ of materials that link hbn in some respects

to the Craft Movement. As Iambourne (1980:76) observes,

his work " • • • like that of the poet Geral:d Manley

Hcpkins, has been nnre influential an the twentieth

<.EI1tln:y than it 'WaS duriD:J his own lifetime". He could

therefore be =nsidered a forerunner to the influence

which the =aft ideal was to have on design in the modern

rrovement.

TIle se=rrl example is the role that the organisation

Liberty am Co. was to play in popularisinJ Arts am

Crafts designs as a style. TIle founder "Arthur Iazenby

Liberty • • • 'WaS shrel.d E!JlCU]h to see the potential of the

craft ideal in CXIlIIEIcial tel:'IIs, '" He rejected any

jdealjstic c:orn:=l with harrlcra:ftsmms am integrated

the ernftslIml-desi~with the established narnfacturers,

this plagiarism of the craft ideal read1ed a far

larger pmlic than the lovin]ly harrl-crafted works of the

guildnEn" a=rdIDJ to Anscombe am Gere (1978:189) who

also note that it ". .. 'WaS finally recognised by the

cr:aft:sIlEn that to produce art f= the masses required



fig. 15. An advert from 'The Studio' showing the commercial
plagiarism of Arts and Crafts aesigo.
photo. (Anscombe and Gere. 1983 : 30).

Fig. 16. An Omega interior indicating the concentration on
surface decoration.
photo. (Anscombe, 1981 : 30).
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[also] deeply

<li.sawoint:ed to fin! that his patrals~ invariably rich

aesthetes ••• n and he was not reach:in:J the masses as he

had believed possible. 'lhe majority of exa:rrples

=nsidered to be "Arts and Crafts" which have survived

until roN,

Liberty,s.

will have originated through a source such as

'lhey represent a "style" one stage rerocwed

from the ideals of Morris, Macmurdo and Ashbee.

'P-'lhe third exarrple is the antithesis of the se=nd as it is

=ncerned with ideals and not with promotin;; a style.

Anscarnbe (1981:8 to 12) writes of Roger Fry, a friend of

Ashbee, who havin;; been curator of the Metropolitan Museum

in New York, returned to lDndon where he developed an

interest in the Post-Illpressionist painters. 'lhrough this

new direction he met a group of Bdtish painters aJron;Jst

whom were Vanessa Bell and rnncan Grant. 'lhese two

artists were to became =-directors with Fry when he

started 'lhe Omega Workshops Ltd. in lDndon in 1913. 'lhe

objective of the enterprise was to provide the artists

with an income through craft.

Although the impetus came through the riot of =1our and
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new appreciation of fonn of the Post-Iropressionist

painters the ideal was still to ~ fram Mo=is.

Anscarnbe arrl Gere (1978:208) describe, "When Roger Fry

visitai Ashbee in <hiwinJ Caqrlen to discuss the qJeIlin:J

of the Orega, he fcund that alt:hcoJh the ideals of the

Guild of Harrlicraft still held good, the aesthetic had by

then 00 , lie irrelevant, renaining rooted in ninrt:eenth

oenbn:y 'artistic' fonlll1ae".

Ashbee however disliked the work of Omega referrinJ to it

as "Too awful, sliIply a ccilre against truth ani beauty

••• " a=rding to a letter in his papers. (Ans=mbe,

1981:31)

As painters the work was nainly =ncerned with surface

design, not in the fonnal structural sense, ani no link

can be seen with the developnent of design in Europe.

SiIrple bare screens, tables, chests, etcetera were nade up

by cormnissioninj a factory, and these were then de=rated

by artists who were employed on a daily rate by the Omega

Co. Fry had pots t.tJr=n ani =ulded for the artists to

decorate the fired pieces. 'lhe inclusion of fabric

design, needlework and even publishing suggests an

influence of the guild tradition. Although the Workshops
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were to survive the war years they closed in 1919, but

Bell arrl Grant continued with decorative schemes for

several years.

It would seem that the Omega project could not have

developed, for this was an example where Fry had merely

bo=ed from an ideal, there was not the depth of meanin:)"

which the guildsmen had evolved, cultivating arrl

empirically testing the theories of Ruskin.

Although several of the leaders an::i theorists of the Arts

an::i crafts Movement were to survive into the 1940's it

could not continue in the form which Morris had

envisaged. By the 1920's, apart from a few stalwarts such

as Van der Waals, Barnsley's son Edward, arrl a few lesser

names, who continued in the true craft tradition, the

movement had ceased to be effective. It had urrlergone

c:::harXJe arrl in its wake had c:arre the shortiived but vibrant

Art NOINeau; the Deutscher Werkbund had c:arre into being,

the Bauhaus had emerged arrl the transference had taken

place into the Modem Movement.

n ••• in the spring of 1915 a sna1l grcup of men arrllolClOOn
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assE'"hled at the Great East:eJ:n Hotel in laDen to famd a

new association. 'Iba title dIosen was Design and

:rrnust:ries" writes ca=ington (1975:17) in his book

"Drlustrial Design in Britain" an:! it is significant that

in 1916 the last issue of Stickley's nagazine "'Ihe

Cl:aftsnan" was published.

ca=ington continues by sayirxr the time was "ripe for

dlaIrJe", an:l though his subject is industrial design, he

recognises the debt to the Arts an:! Cl:afts. Then

tI referrirxr to the new Design and Drlustries Association, he

writes of "the teadring and exanple of Will;am M:n:ris,

!:ut they ID lCDJer believed that the way to rederpticn was

to be famd solely in harxl crafbIanship ••• [yet] Of

those VIho joined in the first year srneth:in.J like a third

were craft~ or t:eadlers of harilicz:afts".

Iethaby, of all the traditional craftsrrEl, could be

considered the one who took the craft message through to

industrial design. His teac:hirB at the Central Sch=l and

his involvement with the Design an:l Drlustries Association

were najor contributions an:l the message of Mo=is is
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still evident in an address he delivered in 1916. He is

quoted by carrin]ton (1975:103) "What I mean by art then

is IDt an affair of a few b.It everybody".

Concludin) the section on the Arts an::l crafts Movement an

extract from a lecture by Walter Gropius to the D.I.A. in

1934 indicates a new role for craft. "HaOOicrafts an::l

Irrlusb:y nust he unIerstood as cg:asii:es per.pet:ually

awroadrin:J each other. Hanlicrafts are rn1 dlan:Jin:J

their traditional natnre. In fubrre their field will he

researdJ. w:rrk for iIrlustria1 prOOuctian~ in spe<:nlative

experiJIeU:s in laboratm:y~,wnere the preparatory

w:rrk of evo1vinJ and perfectin:J new type fonns will he

done". (Garrington, 1975:150)
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3.5 EVIDENCE OF A CRAFT REVIVAL

Before referring to a revival it must be understoed that

although the shift was fram craft to llrlustrial design

throughout lOClSt of the Western World, in the period after

the First World War certain communities an:i a few

individuals were to =ntinue in the craft tradition an:i to

achieve great acclaim.

'Ihe Scandinavian countries are an exarople where

"Societies relatively unta.Idled by the .i.rDust.rial

revoluti.cn an:i the war" (Iarnbourne, 1980:202) were to

integrate the silversmiths, the glassrnakers, the weavers

ani the furniture makers into small factory production.

In Britain Bernani Leach, (1887 - 1979) was an exarople of

an individual craftsrran in ceramics who received acclaim

in the period when craft was donnant. He "did rot begin

his ~ until the lIDITBlelIt had virtually erx'led [an:i]

like william arrris, was one of those protean figures W'ho

is a1lznst llVre iJIportant for lolhat he represents, than for

his acblal productions". (l.alllbourne, 1980:207)
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It was links such as these, plus the 'Ihird World crafts

which had continued mostly unaffected by events in Europe

arrl America which were to provide the pilot flame fram

which a revival starting in the 1950's could be rekiOOled.

'Ihe nature of craft is inclined to be a fragmented
/~

activity wrlertaken by individuals using their = methods

of operating. In South Africa they are not required by

law to join a recognised body, nor are they, in most

cases, forced to register or be licenced through any state

departments, hence no official records are available of

the number of practicing crafts people in any given area.

various craft bodies, of voluntary membership, have

emerged locally though, such as the guilds arrl several

.~ self-help organisations in the homelands arrl recently the

cape Crafters association. 'Ihese give same indication of

the extent of craft activity arrl will be described

further.

In Britain the Crafts Council, a state subsidised body,

has infol:!ll3tion which was made available, arrl will be

summarised later. Nevertheless it was through personal

observation or the records of observations of others where
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IOClSt infonnation had to be gathered. Evidence was looked

for in the generally applied sense of craft namely all

aspects ran;ring from art to in:lustry and involving any

material, but where possible attention has been focused on

funriture.

'!he follaving list of contributors to the World Craft

Council has been included as it :i.n:licates the existence of

international craft activity. However in terns of the

theme of craft idealism the situation in Britain and South

Africa provide sufficient infonnation for the argument.

Hence evidence has not been sought in the countries

listed.
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NATIONAL ORGANISATIONS a:JNI'RIIDl'ING 'ID '!HE IDRID CRAFT CXXJNCIL

l\llStralia
Austria
canada

Ea!irlJr
Etbicpia
Finlarrl
FraIx:"e

Iran
Ire1arrl
Israel
Italy
Japan
Jordan
KOrea
IdJarx:n

Liberia
Malta
~CO

Crafts Council of Australia
Austrian Crafts Council
Canadian Guild of Crafts (Ontario); Canadian
committee of the World Crafts Council
PROARI'E
Folk Art Association
Ustredie Ulnelecktch ReIresiel
The Dmish society of Arts and Crafts and
IOOustrial Do!sign
centra de Diseflo y Artesania
National Museum
ORN1\MJ
Association Fran,caise des Metiers d'Art
et de creation; Maison des Metiers
d'Art
Arbeitsgerneinschaft des deutschen
K1.mstharrlwerks
National Association of Craftsmen
wee Greek section
IpannUveszeti VAllalat
Iceland Harrlcrafts Association
Crafts Council of India;
All India Harrlicrafts Board
Fine Art Devision, Ministry of Education and
CUlture
Iranian Harrlicrafts centre
Crafts Council of Ireland
Israel Do!signer-craftsmen's Association
Wee Sezione Italiana
Japan Foun:lation
Jordan Crafts eouncil
Korea Do!sign and Packaging center
Maison de l'Artisan Libanais;
Ministry of Infonnation
Liberian Arts and Crafts Association
Malta Crafts centre
Comite Mexicano Pro Artesians Artes
Populares
centraal Orgaan voor het SCheppend Arnbacht
(C.O.S.A.); Netherlands Art Foundation;
Plastic Art section, Ministry of CUlture,
Welfare, and SOCial Work
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Iblard
senega1
sierra Iea1e
Spain

Sweden
switzerlarrl

United Kin:Jbn

United states

Venezuela
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Residence de France
NeN Zealani crafts Council, Inc.
Nigerian Arts Council
IandsfortJulrlet Norsk Brukskunst
Papua NeN Guinea Public Museum ani Art
Gallery
As=iaci6n Nacional de Artesanos
CEPELIA
Office senegaIais de l'artisanat
Ministry of Trade ani Irrlustry
Agrupaci6n de Actividades Artesanas del
FAD
SVenska Sltljdftlreningen
wo:: Swiss Section; Olltural Division, Federal
Department of the Interior
la Division de l'Artisanat, Secretariat
d'Etat C1aJ:g~ du Commerce, de
l'Irdustrie et du Plan
International Committee of the British Crafts
Centre; 'Ihe Crafts Advisory Committee
American Crafts Council, Internation
Department
wo:: Venezuelan Section
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'Ihe l=al craft is dealt with first as the original

m::>tivation for the project emanated from this source. In

the SoUth African =text it is difficult to consider

craft activity as a homogeneous entity. 'IWo separate

sources are identifiable, firstly the indigenous or etimic

crafts evolvirq from earlier material culture and

secorrlly, the IllOre recent example, mostly arrongst the

Whites, of crafts originatirq from European cultures. A

third area has also emerged and could be referred to as a

blending of cultures or acculturation where on the one

hand, Whites have involved themselves with traditional

Black crafts to encourage and promote latent skills in

do:mant crafts, and have, through their involvement,

influenced the direction of the work. On the other hand

examples can be found where Whites, very often through the

missionary churches, have introduced European crafts into

Black communities, and as a result an African influence

has been developed in these :iJnported crafts.

Other possible :iJnported craft influences either from the

East through the Indian, Malay and 01inese communities or

the traditional "peasant" craft from Europe through the

Greek, Portuguese, Italian, and Geman communities do not

appear to have any effect on local craft.
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To atterrpt to investigate the first source of craft

described previously, namely the material culture of

irxtigenous people of southern Africa, is in effect to move

outside the theme of harrlcraft idealism. 'Ihis craft

source, although it must be considered as an influence on

present craft activity, is nevertheless nore of an

anthropological or ethnological studY, referrinJ to that

period in the history of craft before the effects of

iIrlustrialisation or even before the separation of art

from craft.

A general reference work which deals with irxtigenous craft

as a specific activity, could not be traced. Excellent

studies have been carried out on specific groups of people

by researchers such as J. Grossert, P. Davison, H. Fleert,

etcetera but cannot establish any overall pattern or give

an irxtication of recent developments in craft.

Rogerson (1986) in his article titled "RevivinJ Old

Technology?: Rural Harrlicraft Production in Southern

Africa" appears to address the problem Ylhen statinJ in the

abstract, "an examination is pursued of the historical

evolution curl current situation of rural craft producel:s
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in SaIthern Africa". However no overall statistics are

presente:l, although some definition is given of four

different craft categories. 'Ihese are extracted from an

unpublished report for the H.S.R.C. and a further

unpublished paper by Preston-whyte (1983 and 1984).

Rogerson (1986:178) is summarised as follows: - one

"artifacts plTx'Jllcm as functional d:Jjects for

.. indigerxJUS use rather than for actual sale". two"••.

rtraditional «' 1111. dities .•• baskets, clay pots, beer

st::ra:iners, bead ~ and sleeping mats •.•• Also •••

lIDdern African art fonns drawing upcn 'West:enl' as lHell as

indigerxJUS t:ed1rx>logies. •• weaving of carpets and lolOO1len

tdpesLdes en west:ern-style loars, pottery made en

i.qlorted patters' wtIeels •••~ jewellery, using

special beads in the latest :fa&ri.en =lcm:s and local

African designs" , three "'Ihe oazplete bnlak fi:an the

prrely 'ethnic' craft ••• a diverse mix of soft goods,

knitted shawls, plant pot holders, crodleted bedspreads,

and real or llnitatien leather goods. Also ••• ganronts

such as rurses or sdlool unifonns" and four "

'ethnic' hIt nan-African, sud1 as wall harY:Jings, rugs

or cushicns <XJVerS, of high quality and often mass

pl:OOIlCm alCUJ factmy systems of producLien".
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'Ihese categories place a slightly different ~is to

those lohi.c:h have been identified but they do =rrelate,

an:l. what is etnPJasised is the difficulty in provic:lin;

statistical information. Rogerson (1986:178) refers to

"'Ihese nrral hanlicraft projects spawned CNer the past

ten to fifteen years exhibit narked diversity in terms of

their ailns, origins, nature of products, tedmology an:l.

systems of producticn" an:l. draws on the B.A. (Hons)

project of Titlestad (1984) dealing with the =io

industry of South Africa, to give same broad figures

"Alt::halgh aa::urate statistics are unavailable, at

least 150 different self-hel.p craft producticn sdlenes

~ qJeratiDJ by the early 1980's ran:JinJ in size fran

sdJeIIe; such as Botswana craft an:l. the Kwa ZUlu-hased

Vukahi ('get up ani go') 1\ssociaticn with aver 1 000

rneniJers to a hest of tiny missicn-rn:ganised u:>-qJerative

graJ[5 with less than five JllE'ri:ers • • • Particularly

IDtable cxn..enlrations of craft ventures cxx::ur in nrral

Kwa ZUlu, the Transkei, the Ciskei an:l. the scattered bantu

states of nort:hen1 Transvaal."

To support Rogerson's overview of recorded craft schemes

in South Africa, a summary of my own recordings fram Natal
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in the early 1970's offer another perspective through a

llDre detailed view of iniividual crafts people and

ootlets. Although same tine has lapsed and c::harB"es will

have occurred, it is nevertheless a valid iniication of

the craft enanatinJ from earlier material culture and the

cross cultural links of white and black crafts, which were

two of the areas defined previously.

The rnnnbers indicated relate to the accompanyinJ map. The

tense of the text is taken from 1975, when written.

1. Amazinzi District

1972, 1973, 1974

A thatched open sided stall on the road fram Bergville to

the Royal National Park. Established by the local chief

Bangarie Niya, who cla:iJned a PerCentage of the sales.

Craft available: Grass weavinJ of very high standard

includirr} baskets with lids and Basuto type hats. Pottery

of poor quality and design, also bead work, but not the

nonnal Zulu standard. Clutstarxiin:J work fram one

woodcarver, finished with standard ''burning'' technique.

On the third visit no activity was seen.
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Fig. 17. Locations of craft recorded in Natal in the
early 19705.
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2. Ondine Iutheran Church centre

1972, 1973

A small roadside, thatched shop.

Very little work from the mission itself, clay and wcxxJ.

carved figures not well developed.

Grass lampshades and baskets were brought in from the

E.L.C. Mission at Rorkes Drift.

3. Tactile Hand Weaving on the farm Mielietuinhoek

1972 to 1976

Biggars Berg near Newcastle. 'lhe old middle Eastern

technique of hand knottin3' rugs has been introduced to

local warren employed on the farm. Design and supervision

is by the a.vner and family. Silllple equiprrent is used, ego

SPinnin3' wheels from IOCldified cycle wheels, loomframes

from gum poles.

Weavin3' has encouraged other crafts ego wocx1en furniture

and leather work.

4. Marie Radshidtz Mission - Biggars Berg near Wasbank

1972 to 1974

Crafts introduced to the peasant farmers to foster home

in:lustries.

Craft produced: Spinnin3' and weavin3' local wool for

fabric made into skirts, handbags and OlShion covers.

•
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Chairs arrl settees of woven willows onto steal franes, the

latter not being compatible with rural craft, but no

"design" advice was available to at:tenpt alternatives.

Bead work had developed from "ethnic" skills arrl new

creative fours employed for the ''Western'' market. A few

creative sculptures in clay of poor quality. Disagreement

CllrOrXJst the groups of people is causing problerrs in the

running of the Mission arrl affecting the craft work.

5. Wasbank Road - Biggars Berg

1974

An excellent example of decorated mud plaster, but no

other craft was seen.

6. 'Ihe E.L.C. Art and craft centre - Rorkes Drift

1967, 1971, 1972 arrl 1975 Buffalo River - Kwa Zulu

[As ''Rorkes Drift" is well kn<:Mn both locally arrl

internationally only a feN extracts are taken from my

observations. ]

Govenious arrl his famlly were sent out from SWeden by the

Iutheran Church to implement the craft scherre. In 1968

otto arrl Marlin IJJrxlbohm took over the direction arrl

remained for six years. 'Ihey were to be replaced in 1976

which is the policy of the Mission.
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'!he Ke1:im method of weavinJ is errployed by both male and

female craft:speople to produce rugs and tapestries. '!he

c:ardin:J, spinnirq and dyeinJ is done at the centre but the

:raw rraterials are not from the local SCIl.U:Ce.

Screenprinting of fabric is a more recent development than

the weavinJ. ~ed fabric is printed as continuous

lengths on printinJ tables and the screens carryinJ the

dyes are moved by harrl for each pattern repeat.

Pottery is the third rrajor c:raft, but took seve:ral years

to progress, glazes and stoneware were eventually ilrproved

which lead to seve:ral National awards.

Woven grass lanpshades are produced by retired members of

the community, and these are combined with pottery bases.

'!he g:raphic art ani woodcarvinJ has been one of Rorkes

Drift's greatest strengths, and seve:ral internationally

recognised artists have emerged. '!heir work strongly

influences the c:rafts produced.

7. Myila- A woodcarver. Msinga Reserve. Tugela Ferry

1972

He has been workinJ at his c:raft for seve:ral years ani is

self taught. '!he work is of a high stan:lal:d, executed in

wild olive and other in::ligenous woods.
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8. The Road to the Urnfolozi Game Reserve

1972

Rhino, giraffe, kudu bulls am. crododiles are carved in an

identical fom am. style by young Zulu males, spread over

a distance of many kilometres alolB" the roadside. An

intense ani aggressive, highly ~ial sales approach

is used. 'Ibis =aft would be classified rrore a =io

trade.

[TravellinJ this road in 1987 there was no evidence of the

YOUlB" carvers.]

9. A market on the Main Kwa Zulu Road - near Gingindlovu

1972

A ~ial enterprise established by a local chief.

Galvanised sheetinJ on a gum pole structure make up a

series of stalls. A variety of craft is offerred. Woven

grass mats of intricate "filigree" patterns in circular

designs. Clay =il pots, low fired am. finished with shoe

polish. Bead work is based on traditiOnal foms but very

disappointinJ. Cheap plastic beads have been interwoven

with natural dried seeds. very little carvinJ was seen,

am. a few chairs based on cheap factory production were in

evidence. The proxllnity to a developinJ area is not

providinJ the enviroIllleIlt for the "=aft expression" to

evolve.
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10. The Vukani Ass=iation

[not visitro personally]

A self help organisation base::l in EshONe.

The objective has been to encourage the community to

revive latent talents. Although not able to see the craft

in production, this is apparently a tru.e example of

=ttage in::lustry where up to forty groups of men a:rxl women

are actively erYJaged in producing in::ligenous a:rxl original

designs. A level of craftsmanship is being re-established

in grasswork, woodwork a:rxl pottery which has not been in

evidence for mmy years.

11. Rug weaving in the lDteni District

1973

A :resident of Orrban has established the nucleus of a

weaving school on his smallholding in the Drakensberg

foothills. It is hoped to provide occupation for the

local :residents a:rxl a profitable enterprise for the

owners.

12. Two roadside narkets near Urrgababa on the Natal South

Coast Road

1973 to 1985

The high volume of tourist traffic has eroded the

in::ligenous craft forms a:rxl =nverted them to a =nfusion

of styles, which include beaded bags, knittro scarves a:rxl



Fig. 18. A market on the main Kwa Zulu road. near Gingindlovu.
photo. (Gower.1972).

Fig. 19. A roadside market near Umgababa. Natal South Coast.
photo. (Gower. 1973).
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=io figures. 'Ihe one exception is the fine examples of

grass arrl palm leaf weavin:J.

'Ihe followin:J centres were not recorded personally but the

work had been seen through other outlets or through the

media:

pinetown Area

A religious African sect weaves chairs fram split bamboo.

Shomweni

Plaited grass furniture has been produced umer the

direction of a local larrlaNrJer.

'Ihe sabantu Village - pietemaritzbw:g

Hardwoven products have been produced for many years.

furionhill Monastry

A craft centre established by the IIDnks produces a range

of crafts.

Hoffuan Harrlweavim - furionhill

Although partially irrlustrialised, produces han:l woven

fabrics arrl carpets.

The Muiden Valley - Near Greyt:cwn

A rugweavin:J irrlustry has been established by a Mr Wagner

usin:J local craftspeople.
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Jubulani Rehabilitation centre - Near Empameni

Production of han:lsewn leather gocxls from game skins.

Fawnleas - Near Greyt:cMn

A local fanner W.J. O:tmnet has attempted haJ::dcrafted

furniture using local tiInber an:l training workers from the

farm.

'Ibis surmnary of my article c:onpiled more than fifteen

years ago represents a variety of enterprises with a

COll1lOClIl p.u:pose an:l all cxmnencing within a few years of

each other, yet otherwise, totally unrelated. It would

suggest that same factor or a combination of factors were

operating to produce this activity. Whether they were

economic or social was not investigated at the time, but

what is relevant to this study is, that there appeared a

nee:i to revert to a cultural resource, or same such

intuitively kn<:Mn process as creating instinctiVely

through the =-ordination of mirrl an:l hand.

What was emerging in southern Africa could be said to be a

part of an international development for at this time the

Craft CoUncil of the united Ki.npom was being formed an:l

in the sane year, 1971, the Crafts Council of Australia
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was established. '!he cx=rrrence in Britain was the result

of a1Irost two decades of craft emerginj as a reaction to

social am economic c:harxJ"e. Locally extraordinary

develq:ments have continued since the 1970's in the so

called "ethnic" or indigenous crafts am the a=lituration

of westeJ:n am "ethnic" crafts, consequently they have by

no means been fully =vered. For example toys of tin,

wood, clay am cloth, although most definitely a fonn of

craft have not been referred to previously as they seem to

constitute a categoI)' exclusive to themselves am range

from complex sculpture foms am miniature engineerinj to

naIve assemblies of metal or basic foms in clay.

Fortunately they have captured the interest of private art

collectors am galleries, 1Nhich an exhibition in cape Tc1.m

in 1986 in the Touch GalleJ:Y of '!he SOUth African National

GalleJ:Y was to demonstrate. Art centres such as FUI3I\ in

Johannesburg am the Katlehong Art centre outside

Genniston (1Nhich fosters several arts am crafts

activities other than wire toys) have helped to produce

artists of the calibre of Titus Moteyane am Billy

MaJ1Ubela who have both had international recognition for
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their wire toys.

'!he craft work to be fOllIrl in the =io shops aimed at the

overseas tourist has ~y been excluded. Not on

groun:'ls of it being inferior, but more for its loss of

identity. seen amongst the discordant displays of =ios

arrl "tourist kitfn" they seem out of context. Also the

indiscriminate handling of work fram many sources,

although it Il'ay be acceptable to the foreign buyers,

detracts fram its meaning• carving fram Malawi, arrl

further north, being sold in cape TcM1 urrler an iJPage of

"local African" is approaching that of the European

tourist JParkets where miniature drina clogs could be Il'ade

in Taiwan to sell to Japanese tourists in Hollarrl.

Referring to the more recent expansion of craft work

originating fram European cultures arrl practised more in

the white comrmmities, the following is a general survey

of activity in the Il'ajor centres based on information

obtained in 1989 arrl includes some information on

individual craft furniture JPakers.
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An initial ilnpresssion of crafts practised mainly by

whites in South Africa, would be a description of a

proliferation of stalls on weekerrls and public holidays in

shoppinJ malls, town squares, suburban parks, city lanes

and other public places; sellinJ an assortment of

mercharrlise ran:rinJ from fabric and knotted garments,

leather foot ware, body ornaments and jewellery, macrami,

pottery, toys, ornaments, paintings, wall hanginJs and

even bottle:i preserves. Although these all constitute

handcrafts they are not necessarily always of a high

standard or quality and can often be fOlllld amongst the

bric-a-brac, secorrl hand books, potte:i plants, and old

hand tools and hardware of the flea markets. Not that

some very good craft cannot be fOlllld in the flea markets,

but a distinction is l1CM beginninJ to be establishe:i

between the flea markets and the craft markets.

In 1987 an Ass=iation of Harrlcraft Practitioners and

Craft Markets of the Western Cape was constituted and l1CM

has a membership in excess of 800. It has legal status as

a body corporate and is named the Cape Crafters

Association. 'Ihe main purpose of the association is to
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prorrote the s=io-economic interests of Western. cape

craftsroon. Amongst its objectives are to act as a link

between the craftsroon ani the craft markets, to act in an

adviso:ry capacity, to =llect am disseminate infonnation,

to organise workshops ani seminars, to initiate research

projects, to build an infonnation centre and become the

recognised m:JUthpiece on matters affecting craft, to help

provide errployment and to be a servicing body, independent

of Goverrnnent and of a non-political nature.

'Ihe affiliated Craft Markets aim to stimulate and :inprove

standards of handcraft, to educate the public, am to

create a highly visible public platform.

'Ihe affairs are managed by a carnmittee. In 1989 the

Chainnan, Mm Lorraine Bester, was able to furnish the

following additiOnal infonnation. 'Ihere are currently ten

markets operating on stipulated days a=rd:ing to an

agreed diary. 'Ihese are situated at Hoot Bay, Constantia,

Meadowridge, Wynberg, Alphen Park, Pinelands, Romebosch,

Un:banville, Somerset West and the Medieval Craft Fair at

Constantia. New exhibitors must have their work approved

by a panel of ten carnmittee members, to maintain a
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stamard.

several of the established guilds arrl assocations work in

=llaboration with the Cape Crafters Association for

example 'Ihe Cape lace Guild, Cape Frierrls of Caligraphy,

Good-Hope Quilters Guild, Cape Embroiders Guild, Potters

Assocation, Cape Guild of Weavers, Cape LOllInakers Guild,

etcetera. Links are being fonned with various self help

organisations to encourage participation in the markets.

'Ihe Transvaal Reef area is active arrl is being assisted by

the Cape Association to form their own regional body, with

the possible formation eventually, of a National

asscciation. 'Ihe present outlets in Johannesburg arrl

sur:roun:ling areas are: 'Ihe Organic Village Market at the

Waldorf-steiner School, Bryanston; 'Ihe Cresta Centre

Market, Northcliff, with monthly outlets at'Ihe Bedfordview

Craft Market; Sarrlton Arts arrl Craft Expo, Sarrlton SUn; 'Ihe

Veldskoen Craft Market, Rarrlburg, the Genniston Craft

Market arrl the Houghton Hospice Market.

In the Eastern Cape the Algoa Crafters Association is

presently being fonned with two markets in Port Elizabeth

arrl one in East LDnion.
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A different method of marketin:J craft has developed in the

midlarns of Natal, north of PietermaritzbuIg, where a

group of potters an:i weavers, livin:J on small-holdin:Js

scattered aroun::l Nottingham Road have created a craft

tour, '''The Midlarns Mearrler" as it is publicised. '!hese

crafts people sell directly from their studios on

partia.I1.ar days when they are prepared to be internlpted

in their work. '!he concept of buyin:J from the source an:i

of meetin:J the crafters an:i seein:J the equipment in the

studios, adds greatly to the appeal of the craft objects.

Pietermaritzburg has one craft market an:i the fonnation of

a constituted association is bein:J discussed. In L\lrban

the craftwork is at present bein:J sold through the flea

markets.

For a product which is so widely used, furniture is

remarkably rare in a craft fom. very few examples

relative to other crafts, were traceable either in Britain

or South Africa. 'Ibis is JOC)re umerstandable aIOClrgst the

indigenous based crafts as there was no evidence of

western style furniture in the earlier material a.I1.ture,

but should not apply to the crafts of European origin.
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'!he only inhibitirg factors that can be suggested are; the

need for some kn<:Mledge of stru.ctures, the possible

FiJYsical effort require:i, am the cost of equipnent, tools

am raw materials.

with such a sparsity of examples each~ craftman has

been contacted or recoroed from existirg infomation but

urrloubtably others will not have been kn<:Mn at the time of

completirg this dissertation. It has also been difficult

to establish what work is craft am that v.tllch is inten::led

for possible prcxluctions nms.

Reprcxluctions or m:xlifications of accepted pericxl styles

have not been credited to a craftsman as they have not

been considered as a contribution to creative contemporary

craft.

The follCMing descriptions are not in any specific oroer.

Russel Walford, works from his small holding in Hillcrest

Natal. He is from a family of craftsmen ani artists, his

brother Arrlrew beirg a highly renowned potter. Evolvl.n:r

his own techniques he has developed as a Il'aSter craftsman

in tllnber, prcxlucirg sourrl pieces of furniture including

cabinets, tables am chairs.



Fig. 20. Settle.
photo.

J Bonadei.
(Individual Statements. Habitat 1988).

Fig. 21. Screen.
photo.

M. Leurs.
(Individual Statements Habitat 1988).
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Jacxpi Bonadei is a practicing architect in Cape T=r1 who

has executed same specialised pieces of furniture. She

could be =nsidered a designer-craftsman as she does not

personally ll'ake up the work but supervises each operation.

Mike I.eurs an interior designer in Cape T=r1 is also a

designer craftsman who has made up a variety of pieces in

th I~;~" °die .~.~~ 1. am.

Roger Young is a graduate of the Michaelis School of Art

of the University of Cape Town in wood sculpture. He is

nonnally based in simonstolm, where he produces a range of

sculptured furniture arrl small objects in imbuia am teak.

Jeremy stiere, a recently graduated architect fram the

University of Cape Town has clis=vered "a drawing be=mes

a chair much easier than a drawing be=mes a building".

He is starting to exper:iInent in furniture.

Robert s=tt is a roaster craftsman in wood who works

mainly in LUrl:>an. '!he designs are highly innovative yet

in soun:l craft traditions. '!he precision of his work has

limited his output yet it has been shcwn in the main

centres of South Africa am he has recently exhibited a

chair in st. Claud France which has been well received.



Fig. 22.
Reclining chair.
photo. ADA, No.

Fig. 23.
Dining chair. R.
photo. R. Scott.

J. Stiere.
6, 50.

Scott.
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Kevin Mlrrphy, a self traine:l craftsman has developed a one

man workshop on a small-holding in the Nottingham Road

district in the Natal midlands. He is producing finely

crafted tables, dlairs arrl settees in timber arrl Uj:holshy

based on a "universal rncxiern" style.

Jahan du Toit arrl Kobus van Schoor run an interior design

arrl architectural practice in Cape Town. '!bey make tables

arrl dlairs of steel arrl wood in conjunction with their

practice.

Jurgen Brenner trained as a furniture )taker in West

Berlin. He now lives in Cape Town where he is studying

architecture at the university of Cape Town.

Although an effort has been made to trace as many centres

of crafts arrl in:lividual crafts people as possible, the

purpose of this subsection was not to compile a register

of craftsmen but to establish the existence of same carnmon

IOClVement, with the result that many ornrnission must have

oca.=ed arrl same exanples which have been included may

have ceased.

Referring to South Africa the foregoing section

constitutes an overall picture of craft activity of all

types, arrl, rames from local material culture to .iJrported



Fig. 24. Chairs and table. J. du Toit and K. van Schoor.
photo. (Individual Statements, Habitat, 1988).

Fig. 25. Coffee table. J. Brenner.
photo. (Individual Statements, Habitat, 1981).
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technology fram Europe, covering a period fram my first

observations in 1972, to the nost recently available

infonnation. It is believed this gives positive evidence

of an activity which has, CNer the past fifteen years

approx:illlately, either maintained a consistent pattern or

has shown increased~.

It was felt that any comment on a craft revival should

require a survey into conditions in Britain. Not only are

there articles arrl publications indicating an aburrlance of

craft activity, but because it was in Englarrl where the

concept of craft idealism errerged just CNer a hundred

years ago, am was indirectly to influence the path of

design throughout the western World. It was this idealism

which fashioned the nature of craft as it is knc:Jwn today

am being the source it warranted personal observation.

Few examples of this earlier craft are still available for

public viewing but it was nevertheless the specinens which

were seen in the Victoria am Albert Museum, the

Cheltenham Art Gallery, the William Morris Gallery at

Waltham Forest, and Ke1Jnscntt Manor in Gloucestershire,

which were of great value to the study. 'Ihough the work

of the guildsmen was familiar through I*lotographic

records, the personal observation of the pieces of three
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dllnensional work was to provide the backgrourrl to research

the recent craft revival.

Contact was made with the Craft council's office IDn::l.on,

where articles of general information were made available,

an::l. am:>~st which was their report 1983 - 1985. 'Ihe

follOW'~ is a surrnnary of this report.

In 1971 the Craft Council of the united Kingdom was fanned

an::l. 1977 saw the launch of the Wales Craft council. 'Ihe

Royal ClJarter was granted in 1983 including both bodies.

In 1985 urrler the Olai:rmanship of sir Nevil M'lcready,

(Bart, C.B.E.), Managing Director of MOOil oil united

Kirgdom Limited, with some high rankin:J members of the

executive council, a prestigious front has been given to

what is traditionally considered to be the fairly hUJnble

pursuit of craft.

Included in the report is the text of the ClJarter, details

of all prarrotions over recent years, an::l. the financial

reports from 1983 to M'lrch 1985. SUrml'arised from the

above it was noted that the income for 1982/1983 of

1,609,374 RJunjs has risen to 2,267,324 Poun::l.s in March
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1985 ard that these amounts were alJnost entirely utilised

ie. after operatirq costs, for grants, education, outlets

at the Council's shop ard the Victorian ard Albert Museum,

conservation ard exhibitions. The Council also publishes

a magazine of a very high starnard which has world wide

c:i=lation.

After ten years of existence The Craft Council urrlertook a

socio-econornic study of the craftsmen ard women in En::flard

and Wales. General surveys have been =mpiled, givirq

percentages pertinent to numbers involved, hours per week,

income, type of craft, qualifications etcetera. The

followirq are considered the most relevant extracts:



Type of craft
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Fstirrated Numbers % of the Total

Graphic craft 980 4.9

leather 300 1.5

Glass 820 4.1

Pottery am Ceramics 5 380 26.9

Silver am Jewellary 2 760 13.8

Iron am Stone 320 1.6

Wood 2 560 12.8

Textiles 5 410 27.1

Toys am Instruments 1 030 5.1

Rural am Minor crafts 490 2.4

Of the people working on a full tine basis 67% of

craftsmen and 53% of crattswomen fourrl their craft

earnings am:>Unted to all or nearly all their total income,

teaching beinq the nost carnmon additional source of

income.

'Ihe greatest percentage of part-timers, ie. 66% men am

49% women, procured 20% of their income from craft. Of

all craft people 43% held a degree or diploma in art am

design, 19% had an academic degree or diploma not related
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to art or craft, 15% a trade certificate or diplona, 26% a

teadllng qualification an:! 11% had other further

education. 1.14% was the average rnnnber of qualifications

per person.

An extract from the Introduction to the Craft Councils

report by David IJougan, the new Director, is most

pertinent. " haor m.x:h they had to offer the camtry

in term:; of design an:! other skillful awlicatian of

aesthetics, if only hlsiness or <JCIITernment had the wit to

:rerognise them".

Because of his past South African =nnections, it was

possible to make =ntact with Mr Mal=l1n McIntyre-Read,

Chief Executive of the Wales Craft council an:! at his

instigation it was possible to attend two craft fairs in

the United Kin:]dam.

'!he first was a semi rural, village event, in st. Faggins

on the outskirts of cardiff in Wales, where the craft

displays integrated well with the overall atmosphere,

which aimed to present a traditional, national Welsh

lifestyle. 'IWo marquees, one displaying the Wales Craft
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Council ani the other, the Makers Guild in Wales, were in

evidence, each =ntairtin:J a variety of individual

exhibitors. The work in the Council tent was very varied,

ani it appeared that the philosophy acbpted by the Council

was to support ani assist in prorrotinJ any legit:ilnate

producer of crafted products even if the design starrlards

in some cases were not what was expected of traditional

craft. '!his was =nfirmed by Mr McIntyre-Read ani the

iltpression gained was that the policy, although strivinJ

for starrlards, would not be exclusive ani disallow certain

products.

The Makers Guild tent presented a IOClre integrated overall

view givinJ the iltpression of collaboration between the

individual exhibitors as could be expected from members of

a guild, ani the crafts were limited IOClre to weavinJ ani

ceramics. Neither of the two displays were of any great

size, the Council tent housinJ approx:ilnately fifteen srrall

stalls ani the Guild tent approx:ilnately eight. It had

been expected that furniture or artifacts in wood ani

metal would be part of the st. Faggins Fair but nothinJ of

this nature was seen.
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ihe secon:l venue visited, the British Craft Trade Fair at

Harrogate 11 to 13 May 1986 was of a totally different

nature. Firstly it was housed in a large, COl11II1erCial

exhibition hall and secondly it was directed specifically

toward trade buyers to whom entrance was by invitation.

ihe overall inpresssion was of a well-organised highly

CCllllITlerCial venture which apparently has been run annually

several times.

ihe exhibitors see it as a purely business activity and an

opport::tmity for securirg orders in the same manner as any

large industrial =ncern would at an international trade

fair. ihe abn appeared to be financial viability with

products beirg manufactured to satisfy the most lucrative

sectors of the market. For example the most common stalls

were of lmitted garments, produced on srrall machines, the

quality and designs beirg generally of a high staroa.rd but

very repetitive.

From the general range of products displayed innovative

design was rrore the exception and many items were

derivative or copies of others beirg offered.

Certain examples =uld only be classified as "kifr:h", or
A

reflectirg a very poor feelirg for design.
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'lhose stalls present:in:J outstarxl.in:J work were lOOStly

jewellery or ceramics and on enquiry were fourxi to be the

work of designers trained at the art and design colleges.

Only o~ furniture ll'aker was present and although the work

was llnbued with fine craftInanship and was of a simple

unadorned "rural" style the overall approach lacked

innovation. 'Jhis emibit was however of partia.1lar

interest, not only as furniture is the nain concern of

this research, but also through What was revealed by the

craftsman himself. His looks, marmer and dress, plus the

hannonious involvement of his wife with his work suggested

no b<:lun::lary exists between work and life style. As he

chose to work alone, the time required to execute a piece

of work, to the standards he felt CCl!!pelled to strive for,

could not be c:ha1:ged for at the rate he deserved. A basic

sideboard on display had taken him a month to complete.

Consequently his narket is lmted to buyers with fine

di.s::'ernrnent and an appreciation of a partia.1lar approach

and style who also have the means to support this quality

of work. 'lhe interview with this emibitor demonstrated

succinctly the condition of the true craftsman and how his

committed strivin:r classifies him in the role of an

idealist.
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The British Crafts Council arrl the Wales Craft CoUncil

were represented, giving collective displays in support of

their rrembers' work. Also in evidence was cn3IRA, the

eouncil for Small Irrlustries in B.lral Areas, whose Head of

Sales Praootion confirmed their objectives arrl priorities,

as being concerr1€d with business development of a wide

range of rural irrlustries arrl not specifically with the

advancement of creative craft.

The impressions gained from this najor craft fair can be

SUlIllllarised as, a predominantly =nercial event,

professionally organised to display products of good

quality but limited in the advancement of good design. It

also demonstrated clearly the range which must be taken

into a=t when applying the tenn craft.

other than the fairs, examples of craft could be fCJl.lIrl in

several small rural arrl urt:>an shops, arrl some street

narkets. DJe to limited finance arrl time available, the

areas whidI could be readIed were the Cotwolds, The lake

District arrl parts of west Englarrl but llXJSt examples were

seen in Wales. The quality of workmanship appeared to be

good, but the designs were aimed lOCJStly at the tourist

trade placing them IOClre in the catagory of curios. Very

little furniture, was seen although a register of
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practisim designers was =nsulted am several attempts

were made to trace names listed, same of which were out of

date or misleadirx}. For example, a jOUTIley of several

miles from Moreton in Marsh in the Cotswolds, to warwick,

revealed that the craftstran who had been contacted was

primarily involved in teachim woodwork at a school am

had none of his work to show.

'lhe British Craft centre (not connected to the British

Crafts council) is an organisation of ass=iated crafts

people =mnitted to the encouragement of conterrq:Jorary

craft work. Its sh=oom, at 43 Ear1ba:m Street Lorrlon had

on display very good examples of well designed glass,

rugs, lights, ceramics, fabric, jewellery, paper am metal

work which could be classified as art/craft.

Approximately three pieces of interestim furniture were

also on display at the time of visitim but this appeared

to be a minor category.

Parnham is an institution in Beaminster, Dorset, which

since 1976 has incorporated 'lhe SChool for Craftsmen in

Wood am The Jolm M"lkepeace Furniture Workshop. M"lkepeace

is a renowned craftstran whose name is synonymous with

irrlividual furniture am design of the twentieth century.
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Contact was made with the School but permission to visit

was refuserl. '!he specified days arrl times offered were

not possible in the limited schedule. However the work of

one of the graduates of the School, Lord Linley, was seen

at his shavroarn in London. He works with a group of

colleages wno share workshop premises south of London.

'!hey could be classified as designer craftsrrEn, as much of

the making is done by skilled tradesmen, working unier

their supervision, usin:J machines and hand tools.

Although it was not possible to visit the workshop, Lord

Linley was very comrmmicative durin:J a telephonic

interview, from which it appeared that he works "on spec"

arrl against orders for a rrarket, which it is assurrro,

would be influenced by his position in society, bein:J a

member of the peerage.

'!he work on display in the showroom was fairly radical in

design arrl very original. '!he anthropometric

considerations and the stability of sarre dinin:J type

chairs was questionable but a collection of screens

derronstrated a superb use of inlayed veneers.

'!he journal crafts of 1981 records that Edward Barnsley

the newphew of Sydney and Ernest Barnsley was continuing

making furniture in the Arts and crafts tradition at
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Bedales, Froxfield near Petersfield in Hampshire.

A=rding to the article he was eighty years old, an:l at

that time one of the last living links with the earlier

Craft Moverrent.

'!his was the situation which was assessed in 1986 from

available soorces of information on Craft in Englan:l an:l

Wales, an:l can be =nsidered a fair reflection of the

developments taking place at that time.

To SUIrlIl'arise, it could be said that there is proof of

extensive activity, but whether the majority of

craftspeople are follCMing the ideal which Morris had

pursued is doubtful. The socialism which was one of the

tenets of the Crafts' Movement of last century, has in

many ways been fulfilled but the vision of its syrxlication

with a cornmun al aesthetic awareness seems an ideal still

to be achieved. But there were the exart1ples, which though

stylistically may have alanned the Cotswold guildsmen,

were nevertheless, true exart1ples of the Arts an:l Crafts.

It may be possible that with the recognition these

craftsmen are receiving they will eventually influence

more of those from the general field of craft.
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Carrington (1976:186) writim ten years prior to my

c:::armrent is an in:licator that the pace is SlCM, yet it is

encouragim "So, with its <::rafts lIdvisory Ccuncil, the

artist--<:raftsman had regained a recognised status in the

E!OJIany. lIgainst \ibat might be tlJco]ht to be the gen=ll

t:renl, the nmi:le.r of W'holetinra~ craftsmen and~

in:r:eases year by year".
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4. PRAcrICI\L IDRK

Before discussin;J" the various sub sections of this chapter

certain qualifications nee:i to be made.

'Ibe exaIll>les of practical work displayed, an:! recorded in

the dissertation, should not be seen in the accepted sense

of an exhibition, where same overall statement is beinJ

proposed. '!he work has been approached more as a series

of experiments into an aspect of han::l.craft toa~ to

gain further uOOerstan:ling of the process an:! to support

the overall research. '!he e>qJerience gained it is hoped,

may assist in furtherinJ craft activity.

HavinJ worked as a designer almost exclusively in the

preparation of drawings which have been executed by

others, my entry into han::l.craft has been as a virtual

novice. '!his lack of specialised experience has lead to

enpiric research into the materials an:! processes. As a

result the observations have not been obscured by

preconceptions based on previous lmowledge. In view of

the personalised nature of craftwork this method would

seem preferable.
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4.1 PARAMEl'ERS REIATING 'IQ PROOOCI'S, mJTIMENl' AND MATERIAIS

fue reason for corrlucting practical experiments has been

disa1Ssed in the introduction. On approaching the work

parameters had to be established to ensure a realistic

prcgramme that could without definition, become

unmanageable. sane point of departure also had to be

foun:i to initiate the experiments and give an overall

direction. fuese constraints needed to be rational and

relevant to the overall work.

Firstly as the discipline is interior design and my

CClIlIlUerCial experience has included furniture design, in

particular chairs, a combination of these two areas seemed

appropriate. C1lairs derran:l a specific approach as they

engage IOClre hmnan contact than m:JSt pieces of furniture,

combining fomal culifXJSition with use. But other aspects

of interiors such as doors or screens, it was felt, might

also be applicable.

fue second parameter introduced, was to ~ider.mat

contribution the outcame of the study could offer. It had

been noted in the early observation of Black rural craft
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that virtually no furniture was seen, although there was

the skill of woodcarving in evidence. As the "foreign

craft" of weaving has successfully been introduced into

several areas, a similar exercise it was felt CXJUld be

encouraged with furniture. 'Ihe problem with furniture

however is that it is nonnally associated with factory

production on a large scale. Even the fe-; existing craft

furniture makers use fairly sophisticated nachines, and

this apparant dependance on expensive electrically driven

equiprent seems to have inhibited its development as a

rural or cottage craft. Based on this assumption it was

decided to l:ilnit the experiments to the use of hand tools

and exclude all power driven equiprent. 'Ihis would to same

extent silnulate rural or even certain "tamship"

conditions and the experience gained CXJUld then be used to

provide a basis for guidance if this craft CXJUld be

proroted as a cottage in:lustry.

Another self imposed l:ilnitation which stenuned from the

above motive, was to restrict the naterial for the

experiments to items which CXJUld easily be procured.

sections of trees not commercially viable for conversion

to timber; starxJard planks of readily available local
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pine; st=k paint an:i adhesives, starrlard screws, nails,

wire an:i some cement were used as the basic materials.

'Ihey are all items which can be foun:i or purchased from

the typical suburtlan hardware centre or the nrral "trad.inj

store".

To have worked exclusively with materials from their

source would pertlaps have been closer to harrlcraft

idealism or to the ecologically soun:i rural material

culture, but this would have necessitated establishing a

specific location an:i workirx:J only with those materials

available from that source. From the aspect of the pure

design experience this would have been most reward.inJ but

would not have provided a general exaIlple which could be

applied in a variety of locations in both urban an:i

differing nrral environments.

4.2 INFIIJENCES ON 'IHE DESIGN DIRECI'ION

Following the practicalities of product, equipment, an:i

naterial an attenpt will be made to describe the intuitive

behaviour or reasons for a certain approach taken as a

result of subjective reactions to particular influences.
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'Ihis refers to the point of departure, or the initiation

of the actual experiments, mentioned earlier. It is not

the intention here to a~ to venture into the

CClIlplexities of subjective behaviour but it was possible

to identify some of the influences Ylhich gave a direction

to the work.

'Ihe first, concerns my initial exposure in 1970 to the

rural craft in Natal am a personal discovery of an ethos

Ylhich inparted a special quality into the craft objects,

=eati.n;J an effect Ylhich was sensed then, am Ylhich has

remained, giving a strom although intamible motive in

guiding the direction of the practical work.

'Ihe secorxi influence is the result of a contrast. Having

worked for several years almost exclusively with designs

on paper to be translated into objects through machine

processes, it was found that the work of the sculpture

students of the SChool of Art am Design (as it was then

called) at the cape Technikon, suggested a link to rural

craft. 'Ihis occurred in 1984/5 when the possibilities of

a carrprrative study of craft am design were being

considered. Although it was not possible to evaluate the
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sa.I1pture, with a designed object, it nevertheless

presented a means of urrlerstarrli.nJ the interface between

man an:i material when producirg an artwork. It then

became apparrent that the same interface could be fCltlIrl in

the creation of craftwork. 'Ibis realisation seemed to

provide "a place" where craft could originate. It shares

the same interface as sa.I1pture but does not necessarily

venture into the realm of so called fine art, as it still

must satisfy a ftmctional need.

Leadllg from this was the third influence an:i that which

directed the form or style the objects were to follow.

'!he spontaneity of the sbldents' sculptures previously

mentioned, suggested more of the spirit of rural craft.

It was this which influenced the direction of the work

rather than a Irore precise an:i formal method used by

traditional craftsmen, whose work I had seen. Here the

eI!PJasis seemed more on the skill of makirg known fo:rms,

as opposed to realisirg a design through a spontaneous

process of makin::J.
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'!he work of the Omega Work Shops although IOClre roncerned

with surface deCXJration than an integrated form of craft,

nevertheless displayed this quality of spontaneity. It

was a brief bold venture which drew attention in its

time. It is possibly this genre of idealism which would

be effective rPiI in our l=al society, ani could aptly

blen:l "ethnic" tradition with =ntenporazy craft.

within the established parameters, entry into the

practical work was through experilrents with the various

materials utilising basic harrl tools. Initially no images

or sources of reference were employed to direct the fonns,

as it was anticipated the material ani the intended

function of the object might lead the process into

creating them. '!his ronsciously na!ve approach

assisted in un:ierstanding the nature of the materials ani

provided a means of dis=vering textures which were

sympathetic, particularly in the use of pine, but did not

easily lead to building up a CCHllfXJSite form or structure.

It then becaIre apparent that an image of some sort was

necessary. With a point of reference it was possible to

hold the· process on course, even if it was only loosely

tied to an image of a plant for exarrple, or giving a name
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to the develapin3 piece of YIOrk was sufficient. It did

not seem relevant to determine a theme or attempt same

overall statement as this would have involved other

objectives and rray have inhibited the purpose of

discovery.

4.3 AN OBSERVATION ON '!HE USE AND EFFECTS OF 'fOOIS

A general comment is necessary =nc::enrin:J the han::i tools

and how they were to influence the exper:iJnents. No

specific approach had been =nsidered as to the nature of

the tools other than they should not be power driven. 'The

=ntents of the typical domestic tool box, used for the

=nstruction of basic furniture such as shelves, bed

bases, cupboards etcetera appeared to be a reasonable

startinJ point.

An early observation was to find to what extent the

availability of a particular tool could influence the

development of a design. 1his rray appear to be a very

obvious statement, but when considerin3 the respective

views of which is applied first; either to execute a task

a=~ to the tool, or to derive a tool to satisfY the
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task, this has a most decisive effect on the design

process. The fanner suggests perfecting skills to achieve

the max:iJnum variations within liInited parameters, and the

latter inplies a CXlnceptual leap prior to finding a method

of execution.

Why certain tools have evolved at a particular time is not

always obvious, IJ.Icie-SInith (1981:124) mentions '''lhe

carpenter's plane, thalgh known in antiquity, for sane

:reason dl:"qJJed a1m:Jst carpletely cut of use until it was

revived in the twelfth centm:y."

The versatility of a tool was fourrl to add to its appeal

and the IOClre CXll1Versant one becomes with it the IOClre it

will influence a design. Davison (1983:101) describing

the Iobedu woodworkers illustrates this. "'lhe

tradit:i.alal tool-kit consisted of an adze, ••• a poker,

ani a l1I.IlliJer of gouJeS '" Fbr IlBIlY years n:JW scrap

metal, DDtor-car sprin:Js ani files have been heated ani

hamnered into blades for tools and hafted in the old way.

M:>re moent.ly IOOdeJ:n tools have CCIIe into use ani axes,

saIOS, dJisse1s, penknives, and drills are used ••• 'Ihe

tradit:i.alal tools, ~, loere lOel1. designed for their

IlBIlY uses ani they have not been replaced."



Fig. 26. A Lobedu woodworker's tools.
photo. P. Davison. (Davison, 1984 103).

Fig. 27. "Some favourite tools" used by J. Krenov.
photo. (Krenov, 1981 : 121).
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By adoptinJ a fairly unstructured approach, tools were

employed where they appeared rrost suitable, but were at

times fourrl lacking. For exanple, the fine settinJ of

corwentional metal "Jack plane" being designed for close

grained hard woods is not always suitable for fibrous anj

resinous local soft woods. 'Ihis malfunctioning of the

tool leads to corxiernnation of the naterial which nay not

always be justified. Alternatively an outdated tool such

as a "draw knife" (an exposed metal cuttinJ edge guided by

wooden han::lles at both ends) performed well un::ler a

variety of corxiitions once a certain skill had been

achieved.

'!he appropriateness of a tool was fourrl to be part of a

subtle interaction between the type of operation irwolved

in the execution of a design anj the nature of the

naterial beinJ used. Some of these operations will be

refe=ed to un::ler the three catagories of pr=ess which

emerged as a result of experiments in the selected

naterials which were described earlier un::ler the reference

to ~ters.
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4.4 'IHREE PI<OCESSES OF MAKING

4.4.1 Reduction: carving from selected logs, or a combination

of logs, to form artifacts for sitting.

4.4.2. Assembly: utilising <Xlll1l!lerCially available t:iInber am

boards to be cut, shaped am joined to construct items

of furniture incorporating starrlard metal fastners,

paint, cord or rope.

4.4.3. Modelling: using c:arnmercially available wire as tensile

reinforcement am cement fClUJ'rlue as a compressive

element to build structures of plastic form, suitable

for exterior furniture am decorative building elements.

4.4.1. Reduction. In the initial experiments silrple cut logs

of stone pine am local oak were used. As the

elementary form of the log provided a seat in itself it

was possible to work spontaneously am allOll the forms

to develop through working into the cracks, knots, wild

grain am other natural defects.

When the JIl:)re complex configurations of parts of
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branches were investigated a conflict arose regarding

the extent to which the natural fonn should be altered

through carving, as opposed to interloc:kirB two or IOClre

unworked sections in same fonn of anthropometric

relationship. 'Ihis interloc:kirB produced further

considerations. 'Ihe junctions between pieces of

machined timber can be expressed hanooniously as a

mechanically cut joint, but to resolve a junction

between natural foms presents the problem of either

a~ing to conceal the join, or attempting an overtly

mechanical tmion of organic foms.

Workinj in this medium it was not possible to develop a

concept on paper arrl then relate a design to the natural

foms. Here the raw material had to lead, arrl

possibilities of function had to be at:teItpted on an ad

hoc basis until a workable solution could be devised.

SUbsequently some exa1l'ples of stools arrl headrests of

central Africa have been seen in Sieber's "African

Furniture arrl Household Objects" where the crafstman has

also attempted to use the available fonn to suit the

function rather than radically develop a new form

through a process of wasting.
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By allCMi.rx} the character of the logs to direct the

design, their asymmetry and eccentricity lead to a

further discovery. The human fonn being essentially

symmetrical, it is nonnally assumed that any

construction which is made to support the body at rest

should follCM this. What is so often overlooked however

is that even in a resting position the body is not still

for any length of time and in fact an asymmetrical

support can offer a variety of corrlitions which are

corrlucive to comfortable sitting.

As could be expected, the tools most favoured for this

work were more basic am of the types used in

traditional material a.l1ture. For exanple an adze was

not commercially available am one was procured on

loan fram a sa.l1ptor who had formed it fram spring steel

am pipe. A chopper, gouge am drawknife were

extensively used, with a panel saw am brace am bit

being two of the more sophisticated items.

One factor of personal concern in the process of

reduction was the degree of wasting which occurred. The

removal of large sections of good material eventually
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becama inhibitin:J am ways of assembling a rough fonn

from components before refining to the final fonn,

seemed =re aooeptable.

This lead into the next process of =nstruction from

mac:hine:i timber \llhich was referred to as;

4.4.2 Assembly. Here the problems were closer to thOSE! \llhich

confront the designer in commercial production where the

resolution of the form can I:Jeccm= artJitary. 'Ihe fewer

constraints in the material encourage solutions offered

through plagiarism or alternatively follCMing

fashionable trends. 'Ihe decision not to use pa;Ner tools

becama an advantage hCMever, as this restriction

enforced more meaningful solutions.

Where possible, found or partially mac:hine:i boards were

used to provide a point of departure for the design, but

when confronted by clean, precisely sawn material it was

necessary to look for some visual stimulus. It seemed

appropriate to remain within the SFhere of the material

being worked, hence patterns in the growth of trees were

observed, raIKJing fram the silhouette of a grove, to

leaf construction or the detailed fonus of bark. 'Ihese
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patterns were then abstracted to suit the material arrl

the function of the object.

Sketches were of llOre value than in the previous process

as they offered an iInmediate means of irwestigating a

=ncept, but they were seldom taken as far as an

acx:urately scaled drawing. '!he process seemed too close

to my c:ammercial experience where an instnlction was

given via the drawing for a third person to follCM. In

that ci=tance the drawing was creative input whereas

in the craft process it became the work itself.

'!he recognition of an ambivalence which occurred when

building up components into a whole form, should be

recorded arrl same of the bnplications discussed. When

working purely intuitively in an attempt to avoid

unconscious plagui.risrn, it was found that basic

stnlctural principles were often ignored, with a result

that exciting potential solutions had to be abandoned.

On the other hand when knCMn soun:l. stnlcture was being

follCMed the forms lost spontaneity arrl tended to echo

=nventional furniture.
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s:inri.lar terxlencies were observed when a:xnparirxJ the work

of students in the fClllIrlation courses in the SChool of

Applied Art. When projects are set which are heavily

task am function orientated as in the Interior am

In:iustrial Design courses, the students seem less able

to produce innovative forms. Rcbertson (1961: 136)

writ:in:J on Craft am Contemporary Ollture discusses the

training of designers for industry am expands on Walter

Gropius' ideas fram the Bauhaus period of 1919 - 1928

where "'Ibe sbnerrt:s were illtLi ,blO?lj to a rarge of

naterials ... for expl=iD1 easily three dinensional

fann. 'Ihey were encc:m:aged to 'play' with the nateri.al,

• •• exper:im:::!nti with what it ~d do, am finally

nakinJ fran it anytllinJ which seared to fulfil am be

perfectly ClfJ'LqJLiate to the nature of that nateri.al."

It is possible that craft, taking a course between the

unbourrled approach of fine art am the tight =nstraints

of design could rekindle somethirxJ of Gropius'

philosophy where he was tryirxJ to re=ncile a heritage

of craft with the emergirxJ nac:hine age.

'!here was no conscious reasoning at the time for the
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introduction of =lour to the overall surface of these

pieces, but a retrospective view would be that the

Il'aterial of the flat boards, arrl in some cases glue

laminated sections, did not display the same quality as

the natural structure of the logs worked with in the

first prcx:::ess. Even here, once =lour had been

~lored, there seemed a need to apply it to small areas

of ern grain or exposed knots.

'Ihe tools most suited to this process were IOClre the

=ventianal type used by a joiner or cabinet maker arrl

included panel, tenon arrl keyhole saws, jack arrl

SIlOOthing planes, spoke shave, flat arrl carving chisels,

cutting knife, rasps arrl files, brace arrl bits, scrapers

and sarrl papers. One of the most fundamental iterrs of

equipment was a means of restraining the Il'aterial being

worked on. 'Ibis aJUld ran:je from blocks, clarrps, vice

or a patent portable work bench.

In this prcx:::ess the need to bond two or IOClre iterrs often

arose arrl suitable adhesive arrl clamping devices became

necessaxy. other Il'aterials such as screws, nails, metal

pins etcetera arrl binding, or tensile elements of wire
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or =rd seemed =rrpatible arx:l. fell within the set

paraneter of readily available material.

4.4.3 Modelling, the third process, came from observing the

students' c:::etrent farrlue sculptures mentioned earlier.

'Ihe =ntrast in materials prc:xrpted a different attitude

to that of the two previous processes arx:l. it Was felt

that this could be beneficial to both. A craft is

generally deteDnined by a part~cular material, whereas

design involves an acquaintance with many materials.

'Ihe latter poses the question whether working in more

than one material is feasible for the craftsman today,

where the pressures of tedmological advances arx:l.

COll1l1lel:Cial sophistication mitigate in favour of

specialisation. fbssibly the versatility of the

practicing theorists' of the Arts arx:l. Crafts Movement

still has some message for the =ntemporary craftsman.

'Ihis would however =nstitute a seperate section of

study in itself.

By applying the basic structural principle where a

c:anp:>Urrl of wire as a tensile element arx:l. c:::etrent as a

carnpressive element work in =ncert, some attempts
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were made in creating original forms. 'Ihe first

experiments revealed that the campound irrlicated bone

like structures might evolve. 'Ihis =ncept was pursued

and bones fram a small =llection gathered fram the veld

were used as reference.

'Ibis reference was of use in the detail but arriving at

the overall fo= was problerratic. Conceiving the

structure through a drawing was not successful as

visualising the complex organic forms focused on the

drawing process arxl inhibited the flow of design.

By workiIxJ with wire in miniature an overall fo= =uld

be "drawn" but when this was scaled to full size arxl

wire mesh was applied to hold the first application of

cement the visual composition became lost. B.rilding up

the layers of fondue then became a different experience

to the =ncept in wire. Even though the wire in the

miniatures was coated with plasticine to simulate the

cement, the materials being so different in behaviour,

it only partially assisted in the process.
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It would seem possible that certain elements could be

cast am then !OOdelled into a carnplete structure.

Despite being able to liken this method to any kn=

craft, the few ~iments have iIrlicated that with

further developrrent many worthvihile objects could be

produced.. The two chairs displayed are proof· of the

stren:Jth am weathering qualities as they have been in

use for over three years in a variety of circtrrnstances

am corrlitions.
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4.5 CA'I7llilGUE OF EXPERIMENl'S

'!he in:lividual items have been grouped under the

catagories of the three pr=esses described in 4.4 but are

not presented in the same order. 8eqUentially the cement

forrlue JIDdelling c:xurred after the initial experiments in

woodcarving and there was same overlap in the pr=esses.

within each group the numbering indicates the progression.

Each item is described a=rding to its function, the

material source and finish, and the methc:xi of production.

Comrronly used terms for the materials have been applied as

biological, chemical or technological terms are not

=nsidered necessary within the objectives of the

experiments • '!he sizes, given in rnillimeters, represent

the maxilm.nn height in each case.

Reduction

l. Squatting stool. stone pine, oiled.

CllVed from a single log. 470

2. Squatting stool. I.ocal oak, oiled.

CllVed from a single log. 470

3. Bench seat. I.ocal =rk oak, oiled and acrylic paint.
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carved and assembled from three logs using dowels. 800

4. seat with back rest. Poplar, oiled and acrylic paint.

carved from two logs and assembled with connecting

dowels. 560

5. Balancing seat with back rest. Yellow wood, oiled.

carved and constructed fram a found branch. 700

6. Chair. 580

7. I.cM chair with back rest. 980

8. Gate. 1700

Cerent forrlue on galvanized wire arnature, natural

finish. Twisted wire frarre tied at intersections and clad

with fine wire mesh. Cerent forrlue applied in layers.

Assembly

9. Squatting stool, for the right leg, with back rest.

laminated south African pine board, stained, oiled and

enamel paint.

carved and assembled from two off-cuts. 470
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10. Squatting stool with back rest. sapele mahogany, oiled.

carved am. assembled using a variation of joints. 470

11. Squatting stool. Laminated South-African Pine boards,

acrylic paint am. wax.

carved am. assembled fram off-a.rt:s using metal rods am.

dyed =rd. 420

12. Space deviding screen. Laminated South-African pine

boards, painted in acrylic.

sawn, glUed am. doweled, am. carved. 1800

13. Seat, table, step combination. Stock South-African Pine

tiInber sections am. laminated boards, painted in acrylic.

carved am. assembled using glued joints. 750

14. A pair of reception room chairs. South-African Pine stock

tiInber, painted in acrylic.

carved am. assembled using glued am. pinned, lapped am.

housing joints. 1600
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15. Screen door. SOUth-African Pine stock tilnber, painte:1 in

acrylic.

carved am assembled usin] glued lawed joints pinned

with =PIJer nails. 20~0

~6. Occasional table. Stock SOUth-African Pine tilnber

sections am laminate:1 board. Painte:1 in acrylic.

carved am assembled usin] glued am pinned butt

joints. 700
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5. CDNCIUSION

To present a single =lusion from this topic is not

possible. A synthesis of the argtllleIlts propounded cannot

lead to a single fixed point as the essence of the study

is =ncerned with change. Since the original =ncept ani

even during the period of writing the dissertation

=nsiderable advances have occurred in local craft. Being

an ongoing situation this creates the problem of having to

experierx::e from within, as opposed to viewing in a IOClre

historical =ntext a specific period =ntained by a

=nvenient point of tennination.

In this state of transition it is posSible only to propose

a direction, one that will be subjected to indetenninable

factors which may affect its course.

5.1 mamrON OF CRAFT

If craft is to be an influerx::e on design it must be active

ani it must be evident. Notwithstarxling the cultural

social ani e=nomic changes which will be shaping the

overall c:ir=mstance in South Africa, if craft is to be

effective it will have to make a visual demonstration of
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its idealism. Ruskin may have been the prophet of the

Arts arxl Crafts Movement but it was Mo=is, mo though

himself a theorist, provided the practical lead upon 1IIhich

others could build.

'Ibe previous chapters have described different sectors of

local craft 1IIhich have been identified by Preston-li1hyte

(Rogerson, 1986:178) arxl others proposed by myself. But

if scnne meaningful influence is to occur it is the mole

spectrum of craft that needs to develop arxl be en=uraged

to disPel the image of "handwork" 1IIhich is cC!t!1tocmly

aa::epted.

To discuss this spectrum as a whole, would hCMever lead to

an over generalisation. Alternatively to =nsider the

various sectors of craft mentioned above seParately, would

not =ntribute tCMard a =nclusion. 'Ibe tenn spectrum

provides an analogy 1IIhich can be drawn upon. It can be

described as Parts being arrarYjed progressiVely and

culminating in a pole either end, detennined by

wavelength, but the visual experience of the hues of these

poles are closely related. 'Ibis =nveniently describes a

means of reviewing the cu=ent local craft. At the one
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pole there are the "community crafts", as they shall be

referred to, am the other is represented by the

individual "artist--craftsman", which does not iJnply a

cfJ lesser artistic =ntribution by the former, as the analogy

of the spect:nlm shoos. By =ntextualisinJ the many facets

of craft referred to in earlier chapters, am discussinJ

the two poles an overall =nclusion can be deduced.

'Ihe "carnmunity crafts" broadly indicate those which are

produced essentially to provide an in=me, either as no

alternative exists, or as a preference to working under an

alternative =rrlition. 'Ihey usually =rprise some degree

of repetition work am are generally sold through

=llective markets.

We have a favourable situation in SoUth Africa which =uld

lead to a high starrlard am a unique style in this area of

craft. 'Ibis =u1d be attributed to two influences that;:.

L

have been dj scnssed earlier but need to be summarised in

relation to each other.

Firstly the material culture of the indigenous people.

'Ihough it has virtually ceased to exist as a result of
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s=ial change, an:i no longer fulfills its original need,

there was in its production a deep an:i honest meaning, or

as Grossert (1978:ix) says n ••• i£ we cnl1d consider them

as Plato did, as partaki.n:J of the perfect form of their

prototypes in the ideal. lIlOrld of BeinJ, of whidJ. the

Jirilosqilers were pennittal to gain glinpoes". '!his

ideal could be said to be comparable with that of Ruskin

an:i Morris, who were striving to revive in their s=iety

that which existed so naturally in these southern Mrica

a.l1tures. Where they were looking back over several

centuries for their source, we are able to draw from the

inunediate past in terms of the craft processes. It is

from this well of naterial a.l1ture that the energy can be

tapped to carrplement the second factor or other root of

craft.

'!his is the revival of the crafts which have =me through

the idealism of the Arts an:i Crafts Movement an:i from

those European =untries, scandinavia in partia.l1ar, whose

crafts survived the Industrial Revolution. lliese are the

crafts which have been referred to previously as European

based.
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When these two sources merge, as has happened at the

E.L.C. centre at Rorkes Drift to cite an exa:rrple, the

successful results can .be seen. So far, this

a=1turation has .been seen in a feN crafts but others

need to .be investigated.

One such possibility could.be the introduction of

furniture on a home:iIrlustry basis. From the experience

gained in the practical work it was foun:i that if certain

TIIdimentary items were provided, a variety of results

could .be achieVed by creatively utilising a lllnited number

of harrl tools. Based upon this experiment it is proposed

that if the traditional skills of wood working arrl carving

could .be revived and en=uraged it would not .be necessary

for craftsmen to illldergo training in the use of nachines.

Snall units focussed on a "processing centre" could .be

instituted on a =--operative basis. Here design concepts

would need to .be established to allow the nachining of

basic COll'pOnents by a feN trained artisans. '!he

COll'pOnents could.be distributed to the craftsmen who would

in turn provide the individual creative input of shaping

arrl carving then COlIPleting the product or returning it to

the centre for final assembly.
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As witnessed in the "cottage furniture" market there is a

growing dem:m:i for "personalised" furniture. The appeal

of handwork in these renovated pieces =uJ.d iIxlicate that

craft would also satisfy this need.

At the other em. of the craft spectrum is the

artist--craft:srran. What is meant by this person is one

whose work by definition is a craft as it performs a

practical function, but who works more in the Il'al1ner of

the artist or sculptor. less =ncerned with perfecting a

technique VJhich is repeated he rather strives to make a

statement with each new piece.

There is not as yet much evidence of this fonn of craft in

south Mrica with the exception of jewellery, specific

ceramics am. more recently fibre art. Some furniture is

being attempted irrlicated in 5 of chapter 3 but the

concept of "one off" pieces being sold through exhibitons

in art galleries has not been promoted to any extent.

South Mrica is several years behiIx:l other countries of

the Western World in this regard. Australia, a country

which may be CClll'pareCl, is fourxl to be far in advance in

terms of craft promotion. A National eouncil has been
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operat:in3" there since 1971 ani its serial publication

Craft Australia pronx:>tes the work of irxlividual craftsmen

a=rding to Craft Australia Year Book 1986.

Another example which should be mentioned is that of an

internationally renowned artist-craftsman of wooden

furniture, James Krenov. Born in siberia he spent his

early years in Shanghai ani seattle, finally settl:in3" in

Sweden where he studied furniture making. His work is

exhibited in museums in Sweden ani abroad. He has

lectured ani given workshops in Sweden, Dernnark, Canada,

Austria, ErxJlani ani the United states. (Krenov, 1981)

Despite his reputation, the rranner in which he writes

indicates he has remained essentially a craftsman.

South Africa has the heritage to produce craftsmen of this

calibre, who =uld achieve the recognition normally

reserved for the fine artist. The realisation that craft

generally denigrated to a level of a skill could emerge in

the same creative process as art, presents possibilities

which =uld have a bear:in3" on design. The chapter on

Interior Design states, "Alt:hcu)h interior design has

been described as a creative activity, the acblal t:i:n:e
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available in the cycle of a typical design q>eraticn f=

prrely creative c:x:n::entraticn is minllIal".

'Ihe designer therefore needs a source fram whence to tap a

creative flow, which =uld be from art, but the l~ges

of design and art have become remote from each other.

Craft however has many parallels with design. Both share

the aim of producing objects for hl.lIl'aIl use, and therefore

have a means of =rnnunication. Not only for the benefit

of design, but for the whole spectrum of craft - the

individual artist-cra:Etsnan needs to be promoted.
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5.2 'mE INFIIJENCES OF CRAFT ON DESIGN

Apart fram some textile and clothing design there is very

little direct evidence of the influence of craft on

production design in South African as yet and so far as

the furniture :irdustry is =ncerned there has been

insufficient craft produced to have any pertinent effect.

It is not an overt or direct influence hCMever which is

implied in the title. What is likely to occur will be a

subtle infusion of ideas follCMed by a shift in attitude

before there is any visible evidence. Even then it is not

anticipated that there =uld be major changes across a

wide front of:irdustry. Market research is the indicator

which guides the nature of new products and the greater

percentage of the market does not denand improved design,

but is =ncerned rather with price and fashionable

dictates.

Craft breaks this pattern and an example was discussed in

the introduction where the E.L.C. centre at Rorkes Drift

developerl products based on the needs of the craftsIren and

still created a new market, albeit a small and select one.
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'!he craft ideal offers a profOUJ')j message 1Nhich the

forward thinkiIx] manufacturer may heed. By adopting SOIre

aspects of social value a craft can be IOCJdified for

profit. For example creating work opportunities by

enhancing prcrlucts through incorporating crafted elerrents

into a production design.

'!he subtle influences of craft can be seen by drawing on

the exaIlllle of Britain am its reflection of world

events. Sparke (1986, Introduction) writes of the

"~ dissatisfaction of the M:Jdenl K=emeI1t" after

1945 am "the myth that 'good design' is syncJIIyIlOlS with

the machine aesthetic. •• the niliitianship !:Jeb;een social

dlan:Je am design chan]e ••• " is also disolSsed am

"whether ecxJI1CEic necessity, pililic taste, available

tedmol.ogy, or social need came first as causes for design

innovation".

'!hese camments are applied to design but they also

forecast events relating to craft. '!hough its official

recognition was to come with the fomation of the Crafts

Council in 1971, which was the cul1nination of gIUNth over

a period of several years, the beginning of the revival
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can be traced to ci=nnst:ances in the mid 1950's. In the

aftennath of the second World War the dominance of the

Modern Movement an:l. the machine aesthetic came un:J.er

question an:l. was challenged by the British historian

Reyner Banham. Sparke (1986:51) in:licates how he n •••

pointed cut that the IbieJ:n M:JvaDarrt: p=tagarists had

created a ccnfusien beboeen the meani.n:J of objectivity in

JIe:hanica1. en:JineerinJ laws an:l. its meani.n:J in the laws of

aesthetics, an:l. that the ccncept of stamardisatien had

been misurxJerstood in its equatien with an ideal rather

than a JOCI1etal:y rnrm ••• [an:l. resulted in] the creatien of

a daninant u.entieth-oentm:y design aesthetic ~ch was

based en fallacy rather than factn.

Banham is referring to design but his =iticism of

"st:an:lardisation" an:l. the "design aesthetic" can be

equated with the reaction which re-introduced craft

ideals.

Sparke (1986:191) alludes to n ••• ~ld wide signs in the

1950's of a feelinJ of disillusien with the social ani

cultural inplicaticns of the mrriage beboeen design ani
c~\.

manIfaeturin:J irrlusb:y" an:l. goes on to disaJSS the

reaction of the visionaries ani authors of "a spate of

alarmist literatm:e".
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Richard B..1ckminist:er FUller "had examined a ramtJer of

ways in loIhidl tedunlogy CD.l1d be used to serve the needs

of men rather than these or irrlust:ry". '!he journalist

Vance Packard in '!he Hidden Fersuaders in 1956 am the

Waste Makers in 1961 wrote of "••• the evils of OOject

chsolescerx:e anI calSlllller mm:ip.Ilatien [arrl] the dan}ez:s

of U.5. capitalism gone mad ••• "

Alvin Toffler in his book Future Sh=k identified similar

problems but called it "intormaticn overload" arrl Ralph

Nader exposed the physicalq: cJan:rers involved when styling

takes precedence over safety. In 1973 victor Papanek's

book Design for the Real World tilted at the state of

design in the west arrl called for attention "en the real

lnman prdJlems such as those pI lted by the harxlieawed,

the 'IhiLd World, the elderly arrl the demaOOs of 'WOrld

ecology" "Sparke's" observations here are directed at

her subject "Design and O1lture in the 'IWentieth century"

and craft is not dj scussed, yet all the sentiments

expressed provide the =tives for craft revival. '!he

design refoLlllS being advocated are those which are

inherent in craft, whose renascence over the last two

decades is offering a Irodel for the s=ially =nscious

designer.
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Aside from the general influence of a craft model, design

could be more actively influenced through education. 'rhe

various specialised courses in the recognised design

schools in South Africa are noDllally preceeded by a

fOl.lIrlation year or senESter, where there is an errp,asis on

harxiwork an:i developin;J skills in shapin;J materials. 'Ihis

to some extent embraces craft principles but these are not

usually stressed, as "craftsmanship" is still often

=nsidered outmoded an:i inferior to "=ntent" in the work.

Robertson (1961:135 to 136) refers to Walter Gropit.ls'

approach in the early period of the Bauhaus 1919 - 1928

where he "believed that the best training f= a ycuDJ

designer = ardlit:ect loII:U1d have been the old type of

aft'Lentiaeship to a mast:er-craf'ts who had both the

aesthetic and practical aspects of his craft at his

f:inJer-erns" • 'Ihis may seem somewhat out of date but

gains relevance when read in =ntext with a much more

recent comment by Reyner Banham that "the :tnmm1 dlai.n of

pioneers of the K:Jdern M:1ve!nent that exterrls back fi:an

GJ:q>ius to william IDrris, and I:Jeyarl him to Ruskin, lUJin

and Will iam Blake, does IXJt extern forward fran GJ:q>ius.
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'Ihe preciC1lS vessel of harrlicraft aestheti= that has

been lPssed fran hand to hand, was drq:prl arrl broken, arrl

ID CXle has bothered to pick up the pieces" (Naylor,

1980:10). Banham's sentiments reinforce the nea:l for

craft to be re-eonsidered as an influence in the training

in design schools.

It is not only in the practical areas Where the vcilues of

=aft could be stressed in education, there is also its

whole historical significance, which could offer the

student a deeper insight into design. 'Ihe problem is

hCMever that craft idealism and the story of the Arts and

Crafts Movement is as much a social statement as it is an

aesthetic one and it is not easily represented by a

clearly defined style.

'Ihe student in today's world is confronted by " ••• the

mass dc::m!stic design styles that follaoed rapidly an each

other's heels - fran~ pine, to Hi~, to

period revivals, to RJst K:Jdernism - all defined

tlY'mselves in terns of syntx>lism and li£e-style rather

than furrtian, ratianal product:i.an, or lIDra1ity" (Sparke,

1986:121). In teac.t1inJ, the terrvtation exists to

emphasise aspects of design history which capture the
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attention of the students of this s=iety by presentirg

the lOClre visually identifiable and obvious styles of Art

NOlNeau, Art r:e=, International style, etcetera. Added

to this the increasirg references to the styles of the

forties, fifties, sixties and seventies reflects the state

of design, where before the histmy of a period has fanned

through the passirg of time, it is pillaged by designers

in search of fashion to please the nass narket. Sparke

(1986:121) emphasises how the designer is trapped within

the system. "'Ihe increasirg llrprrt:ance of fashion to

design lIEal1S that all new t:rerns,~ they energe at

street level or in the designer's stulio, are qJell to

"Stylirg follows sales" is

replacirg the purist slogan "form follows function" .

With this tendency to give greater emphasis to the

bmnediate past in the teaching of history of design, the

student is lOClre likely to aa::ept the status quo and

perpetuate the emphasis on fashion. It is suggested that

if lOClre attention were given to the significance of the

idealistic struggle of the craftsmen of last century, the

meaning of design as a s=ial responsibility =uld be

:ilrparted to the young designer.
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Finally, when craft is practiced as an idealistic pursuit

within a society which is experienc~ uncertainty through

accelerated technological advances it can be said to be a

forenmner to design. '!his occurs as the craftsmen are

usually people of romantic disposition who seem to

intuitively sense a need for a reaction. 'Ihis can be seen

l1CM arrl in the Movement of last century. "Ruskin arrl

»:>=is 'Nel:e the drildren of history, hol~ up the

pr: scut to the jnigeJient of a Rcmmtic past: they sensed

an uneasyness in the :iJrlusl:ri.al. ad:tievements that was

syniJolised in the great cities ••• bIt it was the Rcmmtic

:iJIages of villages ani fields ani yecm:n stock whim

excited national prideR
• (Crawford, 1985:12 arrl 13)

In South Africa, if design is to find some national

~ identity as it must if it is to find a place in world

markets, there should be greater recognition of the

crafts. For it is the craftsmen who are explor~ the

rich compound of a=1turation. As upposed to be~ drawn

into a course of slavishly foll=ing" a deperrlence on

international technology arrl trerrls, they are offer~ an

alternative road. It is the alternative road, similar to

the one follCMed by Morris ani the other guildsmen who

turned the whole direction of design in the western World,

which could give South Africa its = statement of design.
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